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LITERARY ART MAGAZINE
MAKE SURE YOU GET THE SPRING 2014 ISSUE
Find Archarios on any of the teal racks located around campus, or feel free to
come visit our office in room 204B of the Lib Jackson Student Center.
Archarios is published annually and unveiled in the Spring. The magazine
publishes student poetry, short stories, artwork, and design. All work is judged
twice during the academic school year by Archarios staff and faculty volunteers.
Find Archarios on any of the teal racks located around campus, or feel free to
come visit our office in room 204B of the Lib Jackson Student Center.
For information on how to submit please
email us at: archclub@g.coastal.edu
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
The problem with Editor’s letters is two-fold. First, the placement:
1]VLM[MZ^QVOTaJMKWUM\PMÅZ[\\ZIKMWN P]UIV^WQKMQV\PQ[
56-page book in which I did little of the writing. The second idea
runs parallel: There is an underlying assumption in the nature of
these letters assuming I’m in a position to speak for everyone —
like I’ve stamped some Seal of Approval, headed it at the top with
an overgenerous title assigning too much credit to my position,
and signed it via tablet at the bottom.
That said, there’s a formal nature we adhere to everyday that
I must follow as well. These letters, though wildly unimaginative
and devoid of any creative adrenaline, are a standard magazine
requirement, and as distasteful as they are, the sort of
UM\IXPWZQKITUQLLTMÅVOMZIV\QQZWVaWN WUQ\\QVOQ\IT\WOM\PMZQ[
equally as repulsive. It also deprives me of a space to broadcast
my thankfulness.
So that’s what I’ll do here.
Thank you to everyone who has made Tempo a success this
year — writers, designers, copy-editors, advisors, the teachers who
inspire in us the interest to report, etc., etc., on and on. I’d name
each and every one of you if Tori, our talented Art Director,
wouldn’t chide me — as must be done at times — for disregarding
space limitations. I’ve been fortunate to work alongside a great
team this year. A huge thanks to my fantastic assistant, Shawnte —
who, in this issue, has done wonders with the fashion section.
It’s almost summer, so here’s your summer issue of Tempo. I
PWXM\PI\aW]¼TTZMILQ\IVLÅVL[WUM\PQVO[aW]MVRWa1¼^MPILI
UWKS]XQVUaPIVL[NWZ_MMS[IVL1[\QTTÅVLUa[MTN ZMZMILQVO
the features in awe. Okay — where’s that tablet? I’ll sign my name
below, and you can turn the page.
Thanks so much for reading.
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STUDENT LIFE

SMOKING BAN

SMOKING BAN
ANXIETIES

Just before winter break, the board of trustees at
Coastal Carolina University ofﬁcially made the decision
for a smoke-free campus.

n January 22, around forty people —
faculty and students — gathered at the
Bryan Information Commons to discuss the board’s
decision. The discussion started promptly, and each
panelist submitted their reasons for their stance on a
smoke-free campus.
<PMÅZ[\\W[PIZMPMZ\PW]OP\[_I[INIK]Tty member from the theater department who
described herself as a “heavy smoker.” She told
panels she knew smoking wasn’t healthy, but insisted that it was a “hard thing to stop.”
“I’m stupid in that I smoke,” she explained.
“But not so stupid I don’t understand the risks.”
As she approached the end of her quick speech,
her position weakened. She stated her belief that
smoking was a person’s choice, but also agreed that
becoming a smoke-free campus
could possibly help her quit
smoking “for real this time!”
The next panelist, an
ex-smoker Coastal alumni who
now promotes healthy living,
PILIÅZUXW[Q\QWVQVIKTI[[QK
argument: smoking not only
IٺMK\[\PM[UWSMZJ]\IT[W\PW[MIZW]VL\PM[UWSer. The panelist to her right, a man named Mark,
IOZMML\PI\[UWSQVOIٺMK\[M^MZaWVM¹J]\_PW
are the board of trustees to tell adults they can’t
smoke?” He questioned whether the trustees were
taking away the rights of smokers, to which the
fourth panelist posited that they were.
As a student at CCU, the fourth panelist seemed
\PMUW[\MٺMK\MLJa\PMKIUX][[UWSQVOJIV;PM
\WTL\PMXIVMT[\PI\_PMV[PMÅZ[\IZZQ^MLI\+WI[\IT
I[INZM[PUIV\PMÅZ[\¹ZMITIVLKTW[MºNZQMVL[[PM
made were in the smoking gazebos, then described
what she called “gazebo families,” and submitted
that Coastal was trying to “[make] someone’s
lifestyle choices for them.” The next two panelists
NW]OP\\PI\¹Q\LWM[V¼\WVTaIٺMK\\PM[UWSMZº
Then it was time for questions.
Though it had been almost two months since the
decision, much had yet to be answered.

O

One person asked what would happen with
\PMOIbMJW[_PMV\PMJIVKWUM[QV\WMٺMK\<PM
answer was a hesitant “I don’t know.” Money was
XW]ZMLQV\W\PMOIbMJW[[W\PMaKIV¼\R][\ZQX\PMU
out. But is it uncaring to leave them in the faces
of smokers? Will smokers still go there if they’re
up? There was little known on what will happen
if someone is caught smoking on campus, or what
_QTTPIXXMV_PMV[\]LMV\[ÅVLPQLQVOIZMI[<PM
comment that raised the most eyebrows came close
to the end, as a non-smoking professor asked why
it mattered when people are smoking outside and
generally away from the nonsmoking population.
It’s not as if students and faculty are smoking in
KTI[[ZWWU[_PMZMXMWXTMIZMKWVÅVMLIVLNWZKML
to breathe in smoke. Smokers have already been
assigned to designated areas
and for the most part are good
at sticking to them. So why
take away the little freedom
they have? There was no “real”
answer besides it was “healthier
for everyone.”
Granted, the approval is still
new and won’t be implemented for some time.
Still, there doesn’t seem to be enough reasoning for
making all of campus smoke-free.
Nils Rauhut, who ran the Java Jabber that day,
left the audience to consider a comparison: “Is
\PMZMIKTMIZTQVMJM\_MMV[UWSQVOIVLKWٺMM'º
0MVW\ML\PI\KWٺMMQ[_Q\PW]\ILW]J\ILLQK\QVO
¹AM\_MPI^M\_WKWٺMMXTIKM[WVKIUX][º1N \PM
main argument for a smoke-free campus is simply
“because it’s unhealthy for everyone,” why allow
students and faculty to get an “unhealthy” drink
whenever they please?
There was no real answer to that question, and
everyone left not knowing much about the future
of our smoke-free campus.

“IS THERE A CLEAR LINE
BETWEEN SMOKING
AND COFFEE?”
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Words by Amanda Taylor
Photo: CC Image courtesy of
Matt Trostle on Flickr

VAGINA MONOLOGUES STUDENT LIFE

VAGINA
MONOLOGUES
he Vagina Monologues shine a bright light on
women today, detailing their importance
in today’s societies. On Friday, February 21st in
Edwards Recital Hall (7:30 pm - 9:30 pm) Coastal
+IZWTQVIPMTLI[XMKQITJMVMÅ\XMZNWZUIVKMWN \PM
play by students and faculty.
During this event (usually held on February 14th
and called ‘V-day’), women share their personal
stories with the hope of ending violence against
females. Included are interviews with women of
LQٺMZMV\IOM[IVLVI\QWVITQ\QM[[XMISQVOQV\QUI\MTa
on issues such as rape, childbirth, love and other
female experiences.
This play/global movement was created and
written by Eva Ensler in 1997. Talking to various
women around the country and realizing that so
UIVaLQٺMZMV\SQVL[WN _WUMVPIL\PMQZW_V
story to tell, Ensler stated: “As I traveled with
the piece to city after city, country after country,
hundreds of women waited after the show to talk
to me about their lives. The play had somehow
freed them from their memories and pain. Night
after night I heard the same stories — women
being raped as teenagers, in college, as little girls,
I[MTLMZTa_WUMV#_WUMV_PWPILÅVITTaM[KIXML
being beaten to death by their husbands; women
_PW_MZM\MZZQÅML\WTMI^M#_WUMV_PW_MZM
taken sexually, before they were even conscious of
sex, by their stepfathers, brothers, cousins, uncles,

T

mothers and fathers … slowly it dawned on me
that nothing was more important than stopping
violence toward women.”
The realization caused Ensler to start raising
awareness worldwide, and she began allowing
women to discuss their own personal stories to an
empathetic public. The Vagina Monologues have been
performed in over twenty countries, including
China, South Africa, the Philippines, Brazil and
Turkey. The plays have given a voice to many people
who, before, were unable to share their experiences.
“Publically outing private matters has never
felt so liberating,” one woman says. “Women are
now beginning to take control over their body and
their lives.”
The monologues are a playful and fun way to
help women explore and confront all aspects of
their sexuality and lives. Each one deals with a
LQٺMZMV\I[XMK\WN \PMNMUITMM`XMZQMVKM)Va\PQVO
NZWUI[SQ\IJW]\I_WUIV¼[ÅZ[\UMV[\Z]ITXMZQWL
\WP]UWZW][ZIV\[IJW]\KMZ\IQV¹QVR][\QKM[_ZW]OP\
against the vagina,” such as tampons, douches, and
an OBGYN tools.
Other monologues include more emotional
NMI\]ZM["_WUMV_PW_MZM[]JRMK\ML\WZIXMKIUX[
traumatic sexual experiences, abuse. But there are
also uplifting and humorous monologues, which
include skits about the word ‘cunt,’ and how it’s a
beautiful word despite its negative connotations.

Other skits talk about female beauty, some
told by women who describe their own childbirth experiences.
Every year a new monologue is added, spotlighting a certain womanly issue that has recently
become relevant.
Of course, however, there’s always negative
criticism. Some feminists claim The Vagina Monologues
show a close-minded view of sexuality — that the
play depicts man as the enemy.
Despite the negativity, V-Day still lives on
worldwide, helping many women cope with issues
they made not have been able to cope with alone,
and funding crisis centers and places that are able
to further help women deal with these issues.
<PW]OP\PM[SQ\[KIVJMOZIXPQK\PMaZMÆMK\IV
essential freedom. A freedom to speech, and for
women to be able to tell their stories. And you owe
it to yourself to listen.

Words by Katie Holland
Photo: CC Image courtesy of
Luís Vieira on Flickr
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W e ’ r e A l l I n T h i s To g e t h e r

Summer Music Festivals
If I’m being perfectly honest, the main thing I
remember was the anticipation of waiting for the
beat to drop.
I’m surrounded by thousands of people, and we
are all waiting for the DJ to press whatever button it
was that makes the bass seem 100 times louder. As
the music starts to slow down we know it’s coming.
My arms rise toward the sky without my approval;
other festival goers are in the same position. Dundun-dun-dun-dun — dundundundun.
Then everything goes quiet.
My eyes close, and I let my body go wherever it
wants. DUN DUN DUN DUN DUN DUN1IUÅ[\
pumping (I never did this ever again) and so were
my cousins, my friends, and every other person
there. It’s 1:00 in the afternoon, and the sun is shining right over our heads. We are having the time of
our lives and still have eleven hours to go.
If you don’t live under a rock, you’ve noticed the
Electric Dance Music (EDM) take over America
QV\PM[MXI[\\_WaMIZ[)Z\Q[\[TQSM)^QKQQ)NZWRIKS
Calvin Harris, and David Guetta are taking over
Top 40 stations and ruling the iTunes’ charts. Almost every song is assigned a dance remix, and no
one seems to mind. Even Lana Del Rey’s dramatic
“Summertime Sadness” was remixed into a chart
topper. EDM isn’t really my go-to music, but I can’t
help but to nod my head when the beat drops.

6

SUMMER FESTIVALS FEATURE

With its growing fan base, EDM festivals are on
the rise. Electric Zoo (E-Zoo), Ultra, and Electric
Daisy Carnival (EDC) are some of the more widely
SVW_VNM[\Q^IT[\aXQKITTa[MTTQVOW]\_Q\PQVR][\I
few hours. The events are three days long, starting
around noon, and continue until midnight. That’s
right. Twelve hours of non-stop raging. And there
are several stages where DJ’s perform at all times to
ensure you never encounter a dull moment. It’s no
shock to see girls in neon shorts that could pass for
underwear, bedazzled bras (I’m guilty), fanny packs,
and every so often you’ll see boots that resemble
Sully from Monster’s Inc.’s feet. Guys tend to be
more calm, sticking to tank tops with phrases like
“Where’s Molly?” or “Keep Calm and Let the Beat
Drop” (I’ve seen both of these). Both girls and guys
can be seen wearing beaded bracelets like the ones
we all made in summer camp. People actually make
them at home, but instead of referring to them as
‘my cool camp bracelet,’ they call it Kandi.
Let’s be honest, when we think about people who
frequent EDM festivals, it’s hard to not imagine
some asshole who probably refers to everyone they
know as ‘bro.’
That’s exactly what I thought, too. I don’t have
anything against EDM, but I can’t really say I’m a
huge fan, either. I prefer the tracks that have lyrics
in them as opposed to the ones that are strictly
beats. There is no real substance behind the music

other than its ability to make thousands of people
feel like they are united. I am an outsider who
doesn’t understand what these huge fans found in
their nonstop trance beats and high bass lines. But
that changed.
Spring semester of 2012 was days away from its
end when my cousin Ty called me.
“You want to hit this festival with me
and everyone?”
1\_I[\PMÅZ[\\PQVOPM[IQLIVL1UIVIOML\W
say nothing for about 20 seconds while I considered
his invitation. No, not really. I’d rather stay home and
_I\KP6M\ÆQ`1LWV¼\SVW_UIaJMAM['6W5IaJM'
“How much, and when is it? I’m trying to
save money.”
He gave me the details and told me to text
him. For $105 dollars — $125 with tax — I could
accompany my cousins and their friends to the
ÅZ[\-TMK\ZQK,IQ[a+IZVQ^IT\WPQ\6M_AWZSQ\
was actually in Jersey). I lazied about for a solid 45
minutes before asking my mom what she thought.
“You never do anything. Spend the money and
have fun,” she said.
A few minutes later I called my cousin back and
told him I bought the ticket.
“We need to get alcohol?” I asked. He chuckled
and called me a scrub. No, we weren’t going to
drink, because drinking was for regular concerts and
parties. He told me we were going to take some-

thing that was supposed to make us ridiculously
happy. According to my cousin, we were going to
¹TM\Q\ÆW_º
I was highly unprepared for this festival. 1) I
totally don’t like huge crowds, and 2) I don’t have
the body to wear what was expected of me. My
cousin’s girlfriend called me a few weeks before to
tell me she found bedazzled bras and that “every
girl should get one.” There were only four girls, including myself; there were six guys. I don’t even like
to show my stomach in summertime at my uncle’s
pool, let alone a crowd of thousands. But of course,
I relented. I told her to get me the red bra.
The day before the festival, Desiree, my cousin’s
girlfriend, handed us our gear. We have our sparkly
bras, fake lashes to match them, and some weird
Madonna-esque hand gloves. Other than that fact
that my bra barely held in my boobs, I didn’t look
half bad. It was eleven in the morning, the girls
TWWSMLTQSMXZW[\Q\]\M[IVL_MJTI[\ML)NZWRIKS
like he was going out of style. These were all signs,
according to my cousin, that it was going to be a
great day.
The ride is short, and nearing our arrival, we hear
bass overpowering the car stereo. The event is
being held at the MetLife Stadium in East Rutherford, New Jersey, which is a stone’s throw from
the George Washington Bridge. The ten of us are
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climbing over one another to get out of the truck,
all staring at a Ferris wheel in awe. For some reason,
we didn’t actually think there were going to be
carnival rides, so at this point we’re ready.
There is a group discussion over when we should
take the pills, and an executive decision to wait
an hour. Desiree hides them inside a pouch in her
fanny pack, which security guards fail to check.
Walking through the entrance is unreal. It isn’t
dazzling, but it is. The rides — a ferris wheel, tilt-awhirl, some death machine that spins your cart as
the entire ride spins as well, etc. — reminds you of
the local carnival back home, but not quite. This
carnival is made for older people. The food stands
IZMXMZNMK\TaITQOVML_Q\PWVMIVW\PMZIVLOQ^MWٺ
the smell of average carnival foods: hot dogs, burgers, fries, the necessary cotton candy. You assemble
yourself into uncomfortable crowds, and you’re all
dressed the same. Passing through conversations,
all too many people are expressing how “pumped”
\PMaIZM¹JZWº7VMO]aWV\PMXPWVMR][\SMMX[
saying, “Bro, you gotta see this. You won’t even
believe it, bro.”
It’s true.
We make our way to the Circuit Grounds stage
in the middle of Shermanology’s set. All around
us, people dance with their eyes closed, heads back,
arms in the air, moving back and forth. They’re all on
LZ]O[\PMaPI^M\WJMWVLZ]O[. I can’t think of any other
reason they were so into the music. The stage isn’t
anything special. It’s still light out, so the light show
Q[LQٻK]T\\W[MMJ]\XMWXTMTWWSI\\PM[\IOMI[QN 
it’s the Eighth Wonder. Twenty minutes after our
IZZQ^IT_MIZM\WWRMITW][WN M^MZaWVMMT[MVW\\W
RWQVQV7V\PMKW]V\WN \PZMM,M[QZMMIVL1X][P
capsules into our throats and swallow a huge gulp
of water.

8

“How long will this take,” I yell over the music.
I get no response, but instead, a smile. She drags
me to the middle of the crowd.
I can’t really explain what it feels like. One
moment I felt out of place, like I shouldn’t have
paid $125 for this, and the next I was ready to thank
God himself for allowing me the fortune of solely
being there. I am in it. I don’t know what “it” is, but
I am in it. The music is the greatest thing I’d ever
heard; there is no way I’d ever top this experience.
I need to invest in a lot of drugs. I’m in unison with all
the others, arms in the air, swaying from side to side
— but ready to move up and down when the bass
started thumping!

“BRO, YOU GOTTA SEE
THIS. YOU WON’T EVEN
BELIEVE IT, BRO.”
Hours go by.
We continue to ride more rides, dance more
dances. A few people eat, and we throw more
capsules down our throats. There is no subtlety
in what we are doing. Some passersbys nod in
approval. AMIPJZW But there are people staring us
down, too. First, I thought I was imagining it, but
UaKW][QVKWVÅZUML
“Why are people looking at us like that?”
We all take big gulps of water and quickly forget
about the glares, until a guy wearing an “eat, sleep,
rave” shirt and a lot of Kandi bracelets yells at us.
“You’re going to ruin it for all of us that care.”
?M_I^MLPQUWٺIVL[SQX\W)NZWRIKS¼[[\IOM
4QOP\[ÆI[PM^MZa_PMZM\PMKZW_LZWIZ[IVLPM
ÅVITTa[XMIS[

“Are you fucking ready, New York?”
Our screams tell him we are, and he begins
to play. My head sways back and forth, my arms
move up and down, and my feet do some weird
shifty thing. I occasionally take breaks to make
out with my cousin’s friend, then go back to
dancing. Soon everything gets fuzzy, and I can’t
open my eyes. I fall back on my friend who keeps
pushing me up, not realizing what is going on; I
think he thought I was playing trust fall. I continue falling backward and forward until a friend
notices something isn’t right.
“She’s too messed up, man. Give her some water.”
I lean on the barricade as they force-feed me
water. People are everywhere, someone comments
about my eyes being “so fucking big.” And then,
voila, it hit me. I hadn’t eaten anything since my
Nutri-Grain bar at ten in the morning, and the
only time I’d drank water was to swallow the pills.
A group of people next to us are staring the whole
time and ask us if everything is okay. My cousin
explains what happened, but instead of getting a
piece of chocolate or some sympathy, they too tell
us we are going to ruin this.
¹1N aW]PI^M\WJMWV[PQ\\WMVRWa\PM[M\PQVO[
than you shouldn’t come,” a blonde guy yells over
the music.
If I had the energy I’d say something. But I
managed to make it through the rest of the AfroRIKS[M\IVLM^MV\PMVQOP\1¼UIJTM\W[\IVLQV
I_MWN \PMVQOP\\QUMÅZM_WZS[[PW_1\¼[IJM\\MZ
experience than I expected, aside from my almost
passing out. But I can’t get what the blonde guy
said out of my head. In my mind, everyone went
to raves for one reason: to roll face. I am an outsider, though; I don’t get it. Because I don’t like the

SUMMER FESTIVALS FEATURE

U][QK1LWV¼\[MMPW_W\PMZXMWXTMKW]TLMVRWaQ\
sober. A few months ago, a girl overdosed at Electric Zoo, causing the Sunday show to be cancelled.
My one friend who goes to most of these events
was really upset and tweeted something along the
lines of “And this is why I hate people who don’t
really love the culture of it.” To be perfectly frank
I thought she sounded stupid. What culture was
there in EDM festivals?
And then I get it.
I’m being honest when I say the main thing I
ZMUMUJMZQ[_IQ\QVONWZJMI\\WLZWX)NZWRIKS¼[
“Take Over Control” was the most memorable. As
he was playing, I pan by eyes to see what everyone was doing. We all look like clones. Everyone’s
hands are up in the air like we’re going down the
ÅZ[\LZWXWN IZWTTMZKWI[\MZIVLQVI[MV[M_MITT
are. The bass bumps louder through the speakers,
and my heart feels as if it were being pushed up
my throat. It was the most fun I had all day, as
\PMLQٺMZMV\KWTWZMLTQOP\[ÆI[PMLITTIZW]VL][
Despite everything, we were all happy. A week
after EDC ended I showed my mom and brother
\PM^QLMWWN )NZWRIKS¼[TI[\[M\<PMa\PW]OP\Q\_I[
good, but I thought it was great. No one would
understand how great it was unless they were
there. I don’t need a pill to show me that, and I
get what those purists were saying. The music does
something for them; it brings them closer. I get
that, bro.

Words by Amanda Taylor
Photo: CC Image courtesy of
Avarty Photos on Flickr
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HOME FEATURE

“Yeah, then it’s on to
the real world, right?”

My friend Thaddeus and I speak to each other as
though we are German immigrants. I don’t know
how this started, or why it’s continued, but it is
inevitable that when we get together every few
years, we speak to each other in an English that is
thick with the Herzog-esque, coughing-sound the
German language is famous for.
December 20, 2013, Thaddeus picks me up in his
blue sedan.
“Allo my friend,” he says as I open the door. He
hasn’t changed his look much since I last saw him:
JTIKSXMIKWI\\QOP\OZIaRMIV[JTIKSZQUOTI[[M[
_Q\PPQ[K]ZTaJTIKSPIQZY]IٺMLQV\WIX]\ٺPI\
reminds one of Lyle Lovett. Cigarette smoke curls
around me in the seat.
“Allo, Thaddeus, vair do vee go?” I say.
“Ah, vee go get ze beers, and zen vee go to
mine house.”
All day, I had been seeing people I went to high
[KPWWT_Q\P1\_I[UaÅZ[\\QUMJIKSQV6M_2MZ[Ma
in two years, and I had a host of little chores to
take care of. Everywhere I went — dentist, grocery
store, DMV, etc. — I saw someone I went to high
school with. Not that outlandish an occurrence,
I suppose; most people were back home for their
breaks from school. What was weird about it,
seeing these people all day, was that the people I
saw were people I had completely forgotten about.

1\_I[V¼\QV\MV\QWVIT1R][\PI^MV¼\\PW]OP\IJW]\
these people in a long time.
 )\\PMLMV\Q[\¼[WٻKM0MI\PMZ:QbbW_I[\PM
receptionist. Immediately, I got the sensation of
being star-struck. Kind of that swirling in your
stomach, like, Woah, I wasn’t expecting to see
this person I knew so well. But it was more than
that, even. I was reminded of all the experiences
Heather and I had together in high school: her
friends asking me if I wanted to dance with her
at one of the school’s functions, texting about
classes we had. So, while I was waiting for my
appointment, we got to small talk.
0W_PI^MaW]JMMV'
 ?PMZMIZMaW]TQ^QVOVW_'
All those questions. And what I realized as soon
as we began talking was that I really don’t know
Heather at all. It was a strange thing to realize in
the middle of a conversation. There was something
IJW]\W]ZQV\MZIK\QWV\PI\[MMUML[]XMZÅKQITMV\QZMTa
from my end, I’m sure). Once I acknowledged (not
out-loud of course — I have some manners) that I
hadn’t thought about her in more than a few years,
it became clear to me that I wouldn’t be thinking
about her for another few years after this little
chat. I thought I knew what I was coming back to,
but it wasn’t what I expected. I hadn’t anticipated
confronting these questions about my own character.

Thaddeus and I made a stop at the liquor store
to get a six-pack. Something else I had forgotten
about New Jersey is how hard it is to buy beer.
They sell alcohol of any kind exclusively in liquor
stores that keep hard-to-meet hours. Being the
holiday season, the liquor store was absolutely
packed, so we made our choice rather quickly. In
line, I saw the mom of my old friend Drayden.
She was buying more wine than I think she should
have been allowed to buy and didn’t recognize me
_PMV[PMÅZ[\OTIVKMLUa_Ia,ZIaLMV¼[UWU
has always had a deep, raspy voice that sounded
like she was upset with you.
“Owen! Where have you been?” she said when
she saw me. Everyone was asking the same thing.
“Just school. Finishing up,” I said.
“Yeah, then it’s on to the real world, right?” My
response was ambivalent; I’ve already grown tired
of this “Real world.”
“Vat iz zis “Real Verld?” I asked Thaddeus
when Drayden’s mom had paid for her
wheelbarrow of wine.
“Zis iz somesing people say ven zey are not sure
vat to say.” That seemed to make sense.
The “real world” seems to be the experience
one has immediately after college. It stokes the
atavistic fears of every university student: A joyless,
RWJTM[[IUJQ\QWVTM[[M`Q[\MVKMToo many times, when
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“Vat iz zis ‘Real Verld?’”
“Zis iz somesing people
say ven zey are not
sure vat to say.”

I saw people I knew from my high school, they
talked about the real world and their experience
in it. This also struck me as odd: if a 74-year-old
traveling salesman wants to bitch to me about the
real world, he’s got free license, but a pink-faced
infant — someone whose real life experience is
limited to less than a year does not have that same
license. Not that I’m the one dolling out licenses —
R][\XW[Q\QVOIVWJ[MZ^I\QWV
Thaddeus and I made our way back to his
house to rendezvous with some other friends.
They were waiting for us in the basement.
Thaddeus is Arabic, and his basement feels (to
Ua?M[\MZVUQVLTQSMI^MZaÅVMKWXaWN I
smoking den somewhere in the Middle East.
“Den” isn’t even right. That word feels like a
rude characterization of Thaddeus’s basement,
because it is a beautiful, bright room, with
terracotta wainscoting and two enormous
hookahs, which are used only for special occasions
such as this one. There’s also a bar against one
wall of the basement that always has clean pint
glasses and a stack of ashtrays. Our friends Flo
and Cass were already on the white leather sofa
that covered the back wall like a mural. They
_MZMW\ٺPMKW]KP\WOZMM\UMJMNWZM1_I[ITT\PM
way down the stairs.

12

“Nice beard, man!” Flo said, throwing his hand
out to meet mine, then wrapping his other around
my back. Everyone looked the same to me, but I,
IXXIZMV\TaTWWSMLLQٺMZMV\
“Thanks, man. What have you been doing?”
“Ickh,” he said, making a scrunched face.
“Work. Can we not talk about work?”We went
outside for a cigarette and talked about the dog
[PQ\.TWPILR][\[\MXXMLQV<PILLM][_I[\ZaQVO
to console him, to no avail.
“No no, man,” Flo said. “It’s the wet, brown
kind, too. No, man. This is fucked.” He stomped
away to scrape his feet around in the grass and
snow. I had missed this. I remembered all of Flo’s
mannerisms in that moment and felt nostalgic to
be around them more often. Being away for an
extended period of time, from any place that one
_I[WVKMIXMZUIVMV\Å`\]ZMXZW^WSM[KMZ\IQV
NMMTQVO[_PMV\PMXMZ[WVÅVITTaZM\]ZV[\W\PI\
place. Jorge Luis Borges — upon returning to his
native Argentina, subsequent to a decade spent
in Europe — said he could only truly see the
intricacies of his native culture because he had
spent so much time away from it. Even though
I hadn’t consciously thought of my friends’
mannerisms and quirks in a long time, I was able
to identify them the moment they happened.

And the emotion this evoked in me (perhaps, not
surprisingly) was one of nostalgia. We threw our
cigarettes into the snow and went back to the
warmth of the basement.
Cass cracked beers for all of us, and we got
down to talking about work, and school, and the
real world, much to Flo’s chagrin. We broke down
into three categories: Still in school; Working, but
]VPIXXa_Q\P\PI\RWJ#IVL6W\_WZSQVOJ]\
“looking.” Cass and I were still in school, and sortof looking for work. Thaddeus was “looking,” with
severe emphasis on the quotation marks, and Flo
was in a cubicle working for Cass’s dad, the next
town over. Our situations, as a collective, were
VW\PQVO\W_ZQ\MPWUMIJW]\IVLI\\PQ[R]VK\]ZM
I broached the idea of the Real world.
“Why do people call it that?” I asked them.
“Fuck if I know,” Flo said.
“Who cares, man?” Cass added.
I tried to explain to them that it was interesting
to think about; there’s nothing real about the world
we’re expected to live in after graduation. But I
was dismissed. My role in our group of friends
is the philosopher. I ask annoying questions that
bring everyone back to reality and out of their
haze of comfort. Realizing this about myself, here,
now, writing this essay, really blows.

HOME FEATURE

I dropped the thought at their dismissal and
_MV\\WÅVLIVW\PMZJMMZ<PILLM][¼[JZW\PMZ
Louis, was pouring something into one of the
pint glasses and handed it to me when he saw me
approach. Louis has been evading/circumventing
\PM:MIT_WZTLJaLQZMK\QVOIVLMLQ\QVOÅTU[0Q[
work is actually quite good.
“So, how’s the writing?” Louis asked.
“It comes and it goes,” I said, because it really does.
“Yeah, I get it. It’s hard.”
“What is?” I said.
“All of it. Everything.” Nothing spoke more
profoundly to this philosopher.
As the night was ending, glasses only a quarter
full, we looked around and took inventory of each
others current standing: what we each looked like at
this current moment, saving images to recall when
two more years had passed away in what seemed
like a weekend. After hugs and promises to visit
_MZMM`KPIVOML.TWIVL+I[[LZW^MW\ٺWOM\PMZ
while Thaddeus and I got back into his sedan.
Before leaving, Cass rolled down the window of
the passenger seat and said, “So, Owen, let’s not
make it two years next time.” I assured him it’d be
closer to two months.
Our town can’t be more than eight square-miles.
It was easy to bike between houses when none of us

had cars. With a car, Thaddeus lives less than two
minutes from me, but when biked, the hills can take
up to a half-hour. I wanted to ask Thaddeus to turn
\PMKIZWٺIVL_ITS_Q\PUMJIKS\WUaPW][M¸
take up some more time, instead of zipping down
the hill and waiting two more years. But it wasn’t in
the cards; I’d already induced too many moments
uncomfortably reminiscent of a romantic-comedy.
Before coming back, I hadn’t considered two years
to be a long time. I was busy doing other things,
UISQVOVM_NZQMVL[ÅVLQVOVM_RWJ[TQ^QVOQVVM_
places. Life hadn’t stood still in my absence, which
[W]VL[WJ^QW][J]\_PMVQ\¼[M`MUXTQÅML[WKTMIZTa
it’s hard not to acknowledge it. I had neglected
some of my oldest friends for a long time, and they
were as aware of it as I was. As we pulled up to my
house, I told Thaddeus I wanted to stay with him
over the summer.
“Just a week or something. Can I stay in the
basement?” I asked, without noticing my lack
of accent.
“Zis iz no problem, my friend.”

Words by Owen Macleod
Illustration by Matthew Fram
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DIGITAL ACTIVISM FEATURE

FZgri^hie^_^^ema^rk^aZ\d^kl%nimhgh
k^aZ\d^
`hh]%pabe^fZgri^hie^mabgdma^rk^ehhdbg`
ie^mabg
hnm_hkma^`k^Zm^k`hh]%Zg]]hbg`lhbg
h]
pZrlma^`^g^kZeihineZmbhg\Zgghm'
e

Rewind to January 18, 2012. It’s a regular day for you; your routine is
VWZUIT*]\_PMVaW]TWOQV\W.IKMJWWSaW]VW\QKM[WUM\PQVOLQٺMZMV\
You’re used to seeing your friends and family’s smiling faces, but
aW]¼ZMOZMM\MLQV[\MILJaIUM[[IOMW^MZ_PMZMXZWÅTMXQK\]ZM[WVKM
were: NOTICE: THIS IMAGE HAS BEEN FOUND IN VIOLATION OF H.R. 3261, S.O.P.A AND HAS BEEN REMOVED.
There is a red circle around the text, as if telling you not to enter. If
you’re like me, you were confused, and only after you did some research,
LQLaW]ÅVLW]\\PI\\PM[MXQK\]ZM[_MZMXW[\MLJa\PMIKKW]V\PWTLers in response to the pending Protect IP and Stop Online Piracy Acts
(PIPA, SOPA).
This nationwide trend was an act of digital activism against the
United States government in response to the pending legislation on
Internet privacy. This is only one small example of digital activism
in the United States. The familiar “hacktivist” group, Anonymous, is
responsible for many more.
Anonymous is a group of unnamed hackers. Starting in 2003,
Anonymous has been responsible for and involved in many acts of
activism that started online (some ended with physical marches or sit
ins). The group is known for wearing Guy Fawkes masks, a technique
used to preserve its members identities.
But there are mixed feelings about Anonymous. Many people
feel they’re hackers, up to no good, while many people think they’re
looking out for the greater good, and doing so in ways the general
population cannot.
Anonymous began, primarily, as a collection of pranksters, but
gradually, as they realized their capabilities, began to expose government and corporation wrongdoings. They preserve the freedom of
Americans; yet, they are often portrayed as the enemy. Recently, they
have immersed themselves in a new mission: Operation Safe Winter,

\IOOMLWVTQVMI[ 7X;INM?QV\MZ7XMZI\QWV;INM?QV\MZQ[IVMٺWZ\\W
ZIQ[MI_IZMVM[[IJW]\TQNMWV\PM[\ZMM\I[_MTTI[\WWٺMZPMTX\W\PW[M
QVVMML-ٺWZ\[\WKWTTMK\IVLLQ[\ZQJ]\MZM[W]ZKM[JMOIVWV6W^MUJMZ
7, 2013, and were carried out in various countries, including the US,
UK, and Turkey.
 ?QSQXMLQILMÅVM[LQOQ\ITIK\Q^Q[UI[¹\PM][MWN MTMK\ZWVQKKWUmunication technologies such as social media for various forms of
activism to enable faster communications by citizen movements and
the delivery of the local information to a large audience.” It’s divided
into three main categories: awareness/advocacy, organization/mobilization, and action/reaction.
The increased use of social media and other online platforms poses
I^MZaJQOLMJI\M"1[WVTQVMIK\Q^Q[UMٺMK\Q^M'1[Q\UWZMMٺMK\Q^M\PIV
IVITWOWZ\ZILQ\QWVITIK\Q^Q[U'7ZQ[Q\R][\¹JMQVOTIba'º7XQVQWV[NITTQV
any of the categories. Some even consider Anonymous a terrorist group.
A book published in 2011, ,QOQ\ITTa-VIJTML;WKQIT+PIVOM by Jennifer
-IZTaIVL3I\ZQVI3QUXWZ\M`XTWZML\_W_Ia[WN IVITabQVO\PMMٺMK\[
WN LQOQ\ITIK\Q^Q[U<PMÅZ[\Q[\WTWWSI\_PI\\PMaZMNMZ\WI[[KITM
change. With this, we analyze people completing parallel goals with
Anonymous, but with analog means. We have observed in this study is
that digital activism operates faster, on a larger scale, and with a lower
cost. A perfect example is the e-petition used in the 2012 Trayvon
Martin case. When the killer was not arrested, a petition went up
WVTQVMIVLPIL\_WUQTTQWV[QOVI\]ZM[QVR][\\_W_MMS[#KWQVKQLMV\ITTa
prosecution began shortly after. Though this e-petition was a success,
some are not. Without the proper audience or interest, matters such as
these tend to get over-looked.
Early and Kimport’s second approach is to examine model change.
An analysis of this type tends to be more qualitative than quantitative.
?Q\P\PQ[\PMWZaVW\WVTaQ[\PMIUW]V\WN IK\Q^Q[ULQٺMZMV\\PM\aXM
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WN IK\Q^Q[UI[I_PWTMQ[LQٺMZMV\1V\PMXI[\IK\Q^Q[UPI[JMMV
planned by some organization, whereas now, one could create a blog
IL^WKI\QVONWZ^QZ\]ITTaIVa\PQVOIVLOIQVINWTTW_QVO<PMLQٺMZMVKM
between analog and digital activism is that before, there was always a
LMÅVMLTMILMZ#VW_Q\¼[\aXQKITTaIOZW]XMٺWZ\_Q\PM^MZaWVMXQ\KPQVOQV
and organizing themselves in any way they can to help the cause.
In other words, it’s everybody’s game.
An optimist, with regards to digital activism, would agree with the
two previously stated theories, while a pessimist would assume one fails
to analyze the big picture. A popular belief among those that against
digital activism is that ties made online are weak and will not last long
compared to a traditional relationship. They claim that a higher degree
of trust is invested in those with whom direct contact is made.
It’s simple to sit here and type facts from the Internet to present
JW\P[QLM[J]\1¼UIÅZUJMTQM^MZ\PI\XMZ[WVIT\M[\QUWVaUW^M[
people a lot more than statistics and research, so I searched Twitter for
some reactions to digital activism. @_naeCOUTURE of Charleston,
SC, recently tweeted, “Trayvon Martin, you will never be forgotten.
You were a Martyr, your case proved that we have a voice & the
XW[Q\Q^MMٺMK\WN [WKQITUMLQI#º¹)T\PW]OP_MKIV¼\[\WXM^MZaQVR][\QKM
in America, through social networks we can bring it to light. & MAKE
them answer, in some way;” “One thing is for sure, you cannot silence
us.” Her reaction resonates; it comes from a demographic that matters: the 20-somethings, away at college — the future. She then went
further, saying, “I see the positive notes in our community, and that’s
what keeps me going;” “... learn to retaliate with intellect. That’s far
UWZMXW_MZN]T\PIVIVaIK\WN ^QWTMVKM#º¹1_QTTUISMILQٺMZMVKMQV
this world with nothing but positivity in my heart.”
A blog post by Mark Polite I came across about the same issue
stated, “E-activism can’t do everything but it can do some things.
Denying a child murderer the chance to make money playing into the
anger of Black America is something I would call a win. As much as
many people want to see George Zimmerman get punched in the face,
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it was more important to show that we can hit him harder — in the
wallet.” I love this reaction, as well. It also shows how much of a voice
the general population has, and even if it’s only little by little through
e-petitions, we can make a change.
Nation columnist Katha Pollitt tweeted negatively about the
revolution. “Twitter,” she says, “is a poisonous well of bad faith and
viciousness.” This came in response to a debate on Twitter about
feminism, where her views were opposed. There are also repressive
ZMOQUM[\PI\^QM_\PM1V\MZVM\I[ILQ[MI[M1V)bMZJIQRIV.IKMJWWSQ[
said to induce mental problems, while in some religions using Twitter
will cost one his/her spot in the afterlife. In some places one will be
arrested immediately for speaking out online.
A positive light attributed to digital activism is its nonviolent nature.
How much damage can one do from behind a screen? Aside from the
“hacktivist” mentality of some Anonymous members, most demonstrations of digital activism are peaceful, law-abiding, and seek only to
promote change for a given cause. We’re moving forward into an increasingly more digital and technologically advanced age. Think about this: reUMUJMZ_PMVÆQXXPWVM[_MZM\PMKWWTM[\\PQVO[\PI\M`Q[\ML'6W_\PQVS
about the last time you saw a phone that wasn’t at least 50% touch screen,
QN VW\UWZM<QUM[UW^MNI[\IVLQN _MKIVQVVW^I\MIVLÅVLUWZM
MٺMK\Q^MIVLMٻKQMV\_Ia[\WOM\\PQVO[LWVM\PMV_PaWVMIZ\P[PW]TL
_MZM[Q[\';WKQITUMLQIQ[VWTWVOMZR][\IXTIKM\WJM[WKQITWVTQVM#JTWO[
IZMVWTWVOMZIXTIKMR][\\W[I\Q[NaaW]ZW_VQV\MZM[\[)Va\PQVOWVTQVMQ[
now a platform. Social media, personal blogs and/or websites, organizations’ blogs and/or websites, podcasts, even email are all now used to
inform the world and unite people for important causes. I came across
a quote during my studies: “The revolution is NOT being televised,”
_PQKP1ÅVLQ\\WJM\Z]M?Pa_W]TL\ZILQ\QWVITUMLQIW]\TM\[_PQKPIZM
WN\MVZMNMZZML\WI[\PMÅN\PJZIVKPWN OW^MZVUMV\_IV\\WJZWILKI[\\PM
general population usurping the powers that have been stolen from them?
 :MUMUJMZ"R][\JMKI][MQ\Q[V¼\JMQVOX]JTQKTaIKSVW_TMLOML
doesn’t mean it isn’t happening.

In closing, I’ll say this: the upside of digital activism is in its numbers.
<PM1V\MZVM\IVL[WKQITUMLQI[XMKQÅKITTaPI^M\PMIJQTQ\a\W]VQNaIVL
mobilize large numbers of people in a very short period of time. In the
past, activism has only been organized by those with intimate knowledge of what was going on. With the new connectivity the Internet
allows us, we can inform, as well as connect with people all over the
world, for any cause, and then go forth and mobilize. Unfortunately, like
anything else, there’s a downside. Many, even. But again, like all things,
kinks are worked out; rough edges are smoothened. For now, however,
Q\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\WZMITQbM\PM1V\MZVM\Q[QVÅVQ\MIVL\PMUIRWZQ\aWN \PM
world has access to it. A certain degree of caution should be taken in
deciding whom to trust.
Eventually, it becomes a matter not of whether you decide to trust
these voiceless voices, but which of them to follow.

Words by Shawnte Posley
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CALLING ALL MUGGLES FEATURE

Almost 20 years ago in the UK, a fictional
sport known as Quidditch was born from a
story. No imagination then could have realized
the imaginations it would soon capture.

Quidditch, from the Harry Potter series, is a rough, competitive sport played
Ja_Q\KPM[IVL_QbIZL[<PI\Q[\_W\MIU[WN [M^MVXTIaMZ[ZQLQVOÆaQVO
broomsticks. Players include: three Chasers, two Beaters, one Keeper, and one
;MMSMZ<PMZMIZMNW]ZJITT[\PI\IZM][MLL]ZQVOMIKPUI\KP"\PM9]IټM\_W
Bludgers, and the Golden Snitch. There are six ring-shaped goals, three on
each side of the Quidditch pitch, standing tall above the ground.
 ,]ZQVOMIKPUI\KP+PI[MZ[\Za\WSMMXXW[[M[[QWVWN \PM9]IټMI[XPMZical ball about 12 inches in diameter) and try to score a goal by throwing it
through one of the opponents’ three hoops. They’re allowed, like most sports,
\WXI[[\PM9]IټMIUWVO[\\PMU[MT^M[J]\WVTaWVMXTIaMZQ[ITTW_MLQV\PM
scoring area at any time. The two Beaters’ duties are to protect the rest of the
team from the Bludgers (round, iron balls — 10 inches in diameter) by batting
them at the other team; bats are held in the players’ free hand the one not
OZQXXQVOWV\WIJZWWU[\QKS<PM3MMXMZXZW\MK\[\PM\MIU¼[OWITJa¹ÆaQVOº
QVNZWV\WN \PMPWWX[IVLXZM^MV\QVO\PMWXXWVMV\¼[9]IټMNZWUOWQVO
\PZW]OP<PM;MMSMZ¼[RWJQ[XZWJIJTa\PMUW[\QUXWZ\IV\WV\PM\MIU1\¼[I
;MMSMZ¼[RWJ\WKI\KP\PM/WTLMV;VQ\KPIVaWVMM^MVQVXMZQXPMZa\W0IZZa
Potter has heard of the Golden Snitch) before the other team’s Seeker. One
could see the importance of the Golden Snitch, even being a stranger to the
OIUMJaR][\TWWSQVOI\Q\"IOWTLMVJITT\PMIXXZW`QUI\M[QbMWN I_ITV]\I
single inch in diameter, with silver wings that move so fast it’s near impossible
to see. Catching the Golden Snitch ends the game and wins 150 points for his
or her team.
Growing up a fan of the series, I always imagined vivid scenes of the
Hogwarts characters playing Quidditch. I saw the Weasley twins with bats in
their hands, lobbing the Bludgers at the opposing teams; I saw Oliver Wood,
stopping the enemy team from scoring at the last moment. Most importantly,
I saw Harry zooming through the air, above roaring crowds, trying to catch
the Golden Snitch. To this day I still remember telling my mom I wanted a
»6QUJ][¼IVL\WPMTX/ZaٻVLWZJMI\;Ta\PMZQV<PMJWWS[IVL[XWZ\
_MZMI[QOVQÅKIV\XIZ\WN UaTQNMIVLVW_I[IKWTTMOM[WXPWUWZM[\QTTIZM
I’m making a change in the sporting world, and I wouldn’t change that for
anything.
In 2005, Muggle Quidditch was created by Alexander Manshel, at
5QLLTMJ]Za+WTTMOMQV5QLLTMJ]Za>MZUWV\5IV[PMT_I[\PMÅZ[\WVM\W
WZOIVQbMI[]KKM[[N]TOZW]VLILIX\I\QWVWN \PMOIUMKWVÅVQVO\PMTIZOM
IQZJWZVM9]QLLQ\KPÅMTL[QV\PMJWWS\W[UITTÅMTL[KWUXIZIJTMQV[QbM\W

hockey rinks. The sport borrows various elements from rugby, dodge ball, tag,
wrestling, and lacrosse.
 <PW]OP5]OOTM9]QLLQ\KPPI[UIVa[QUQTIZQ\QM[\W\PMÅK\QWVIT[XWZ\
\PMZMIZMIT[WUIRWZLQٺMZMVKM[<WJMOQV\PZMMKQZK]TIZOWIT[IZMXTIKMLWV
either side of the pitch. The goals are often circular tubes on top of PVC
pipes. Given the restrictions in our Muggle world, all players are required to
KIZZaIJZWWUJM\_MMV\PMQZTMO[I\ITT\QUM[;TQOP\TaLMÆI\ML^WTTMaJITT[IZM
][MLI[\PM9]IټMIVLLWLOMJITT[[MZ^MI[\PM*T]LOMZ[?PQTM\PM/WTLMV
;VQ\KPQ[IUIOQKITWJRMK\_Q\PQV\PMKIVWVWN \PM0IZZa8W\\MZVW^MT[QV
Muggle quidditch, the snitch is simply a tennis ball contained in a sock,
tucked into the waistband of a Snitch Runner, a neutral player dressed in all
gold or yellow. After release, the snitch is allowed to roam an area beyond the
XTIaQVOÅMTL<PM[MMSMZ[[MIZKPNWZ\PMZ]VVMZJ]\QN \PMaNIQT\WKI\KPPQU
he returns to the pitch after a pre-determined time.
 <PMOIUMJMOQV[_Q\P\PM9]IټMIVL*T]LOMZ[XTIKMLQV\PMKMV\MZWN \PM
ÅMTLIVLITTXTIaMZ[QVTQVM_Q\P\PMQZZM[XMK\Q^MOWITXW[\[)N\MZ\PM;VQ\KPQ[
out of sight, the referee yells “Brooms Up!” to signify the start. The game is
played for as long as it takes to catch the snitch, and 30 points are awarded to
the team who captures it. The team with the highest number of points at the
end is declared winner.
Coming to Coastal Carolina and discovering the Quidditch team absolutely blew my mind, and on club recruitment day I immediately signed
]X1[\IZ\MLWٺXZM\\a\QUQLKT]U[a1LQLV¼\ZMITTaSVW__PI\1_I[LWQVO
However, as the practices continued, my talents began to shine. I could play
any position except Keeper, but I was okay with that. When time came for
W]ZÅZ[\\W]ZVIUMV\1[\MXXML]X\W\PMZWTMWN ;MMSMZ1_I[V¼\\PMNI[\M[\WV
the team, but my endurance is commendable. Being as lanky person as I am,
I was able to easily grab Snitches during practice.
When ‘Brooms Up!’ was called, I immediately started searching for the
;VQ\KP:]VVMZ1SVM_1PIL\W_IQ\\MVUQV]\M[JMNWZM1KW]TLZ]VWٺIVL
P]V\NWZPQUWZPMZJ]\1R][\ÅO]ZML\PI\1UQOP\JMIJTM\WKI\KPIOTQUX[M
of yellow hiding somewhere. Unfortunately, I couldn’t spot him, and I was
getting extremely stressed. We were down on the scoreboard. When the other
Seeker and I were released to begin our search, the Snitch Runner appeared
ITUW[\QUUMLQI\MTa)\\PI\UWUMV\1LIZ\MLIKZW[[\PMÅMTLMaM[NWK][MLWV\PM
sock attached to the back of the Runner’s shorts. In a nebulous of adrenaline,
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CALLING ALL MUGGLES FEATURE

I lunged for him. My arm arched over his back and palmed the Snitch. It
happened in what seemed to be a blink of the eye, and before I knew it, I
heard a whistle blow. My teammates surrounded me in a huge embrace. I was
the happiest college student in the world.
Now you may be wondering how Muggle Quidditch came along; the answer is fairly simple. Just like the National Football League (NFL) and National
Hockey League (NHL), Muggle Quidditch has its own governing body known
as the International Quidditch Association (IQA). It was founded as the InterKWTTMOQI\M9]QLLQ\KP)[[WKQI\QWVQVNWTTW_QVO\PM^MZaÅZ[\QV\MZKWTTMOQI\M
Quidditch match. Since the, the sport has grown, and now consists of 1000+
teams and prospective teams from 13+ nations.
In 2006, Alex Benepe took over as the Middlebury Commissioner. A year
later, in 2007, Alex founded the Intercollegiate Quidditch Association, followQVO\PMÅZ[\QV\MZKWTTMOQI\MY]QLLQ\KPUI\KPJM\_MMV5QLLTMJ]Za+WTTMOMIVL
Vassar College.
The IQA has helped students from more than 400 colleges and 300 high
[KPWWT[NWZU\MIU[<PMUIRWZQ\aWN \PM\MIU[IZMJI[MLQV\PM=;_PMZM
quidditch is represented in 45 states. US teams are split into six regions:
Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, South, Midwest, Southwest, and West. Other countries with teams or leagues that play by IQA rules include Canada, Mexico,
Brazil, Colombia, Peru, France, Germany, the United Kingdom, India, South
Korea, Australia, and New Zealand.
In 2010, the IQA changed its name to the International Quidditch As[WKQI\QWVIVLJMKIUMIZMOQ[\MZMLVWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbI\QWV<WLIa\PM19)¼[
executives have grown to include Commissioner/CEO, Alex Benepe; other
M`MK]\Q^M[\I\ٺPM+77IVL+<7#I*WIZLWN ,QZMK\WZ[#[M^MVLMXIZ\UMVtal directors (Development, Gameplay, Human Resources, IT, Marketing,
5MUJMZ[PQXIVL<MIU[#IVLIVM`\MV[Q^M^WT]V\MMZ[\IٺQVKT]LQVOZMOQWVIT
LQZMK\WZ[IVL[\I\MZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M[<PMZMQ[IT[WIVM`\MV[Q^M^WT]V\MMZ[\Iٺ
NWZUIRWZM^MV\[[]KPI[9]QL+WVIKWV^MV\QWVNWZXTIaMZ[IVLW\PMZQV\MZM[\ed parties) and the World Cup.
The International Quidditch Association serves to promote Quidditch as
a new sport and lead outreach programs aimed toward increasing athletic
XIZ\QKQXI\QWVIUWVOKPQTLZMVIVLaW]VOIL]T\[<PMaNWK][\PMQZMٺWZ\[[QUXTaI[
“bringing magic to communities.”

 7VMWN \PMUIRWZZMY]QZMUMV\[WN 5]OOTM9]QLLQ\KPQ[\PI\MIKP\MIU
U][\PI^MI\TMI[\\_WXTIaMZ[WV\PMÅMTL_PWQLMV\QNa_Q\PILQٺMZMV\OMVLMZ
\PIVI\TMI[\\_WW\PMZXTIaMZ[<PMOMVLMZ\PI\IXTIaMZQLMV\QÅM[_Q\PQ[
considered to be that player’s gender. This may or may not be the same as
that person’s sex. Because of this wording, Quidditch is becoming a leader of
equality in sports, for both women and the LGBTQ community. In 2013, the
IQA created Title 9¾, a branch devoted to promoting gender equality and
inclusivity.
This is something that stands out above most other sports. Other sports
UIaITTW_IVaWVM\WJMIKMZ\IQVOMVLMZIVLPI^MI[XMKQÅK[M`]ITQ\aJ]\
no other professional sport allows its players to select a gender and play on a
co-ed team. This is a tremendous step, not only in sports, but in human rights.
Here, Muggle Quidditch is leaving footprints for other organizations to follow.
 +WI[\IT+IZWTQVI=VQ^MZ[Q\a¼[\MIUQ[SVW_VI[<PM+PIV\QOZQ[ٺ1V
Ana Lavado, now a CCU Alumni, assembled a team her freshman year, but
success was delayed. Not until the Fall-semester of 2011 did the idea garner
U]KPQV\MZM[\;QVKM\PMV\PM+PIV\QOZQ[ٺPI^MUIQV\IQVML\PMQZUWUMV\]U
even making it to the Quidditch World Cup the most enthralling part of the
Quidditch world.
The Quidditch World Cup, hosted by the IQA, marks the end of the season by uniting the best players for a series of games. Qualifying teams those
who have won regional tournaments are invited to compete for the title of
“World Champion.” Middlebury College held the title from 2007, until last
year, when UT Austin took the win in Kissimmee, F.L.
 *aXZIK\QKQVOM^MZa;]VLIaIN\MZVWWV<PM+PIV\QOZQ[ٺPWXMNWZI^QK\WZa
in the 2014 season.
The Quidditch World Cup will be held this year in North Myrtle Beach.
7]\WN \PM\MIU[QV\PM_WZTL WN \PMÅVM[\_QTTKWUXM\MNWZ\PM\P
annual IQA “World Champion.” I encourage those familiar and unfamiliar,
both, to observe the event. I know I’ll be there regardless of anything wearing
my Coastal Carolina teal, supporting the teams, and continuing on my ultimate goal of winning the IQA World Cup.

Words by Ray Taylor
Illustration by Erica Burkett
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MEDIUM
I told my mother that I would describe it, that I would
describe you. I am blind, and you are my sight. She didn’t
say this but she meant it. This is not a Raymond Carver
story. This is a separation of mother and daughter.
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MEDIUM FEATURE

This is not the description of a Cathedral. This
is the description of how you can no longer hold
a conversation. This is a description of your eyes,
your chin, the room, the building, the television
you watched, or, listened to. I am a medium for
your daughter. Medium. I am reminded of the
word’s spiritual meaning: A mediator, a communicator between the living and spirits of the dead.
During the 1920’s, Harry Houdini called fraudulent the spiritual mediums. But you are not yet
dead, and there is no falseness in my words.
Allow me to mediate, then.
 <_WaMIZ[IOW_PMVaW]_MZMÅZ[\LQIOVW[ML1
had an irrational fear that rain would never fall again.
The rain would fall again. Many times between
my fear and my mediation it fell, and on this night
the rain has crystallized. It lies in heaps on sidewalks; it is brushed to the sides of the street. The
material is rolled into balls and thrown, or stacked,
into men with carrots and top hats and small
buttons pressed on. My father drives through the
crystalized rain. He drives through the grey slush
while I guide him. You are reduced to a blip on
my phone — a destination. The street is lined with
hospice centers, and as we roll past the various
condos and buildings, I cannot imagine you being
inside any one of them. We drive up and down
this street four times. The heater has fogged the
car windows; we cannot make out the addresses.

The blip proves wrong.
Last month we spoke on the phone. You could
speak in full sentences, then. We spoke about Jessica
— you asked if she is making a pie for Thanksgiving.
We spoke about my Pomeranian puppy — I can’t
remember her name, you said. We spoke about my
writing; you ask that I write a story for you. None of
that weird shit, you said.
But all I know is weird shit, and so that is what
I wrote.
The second blip is two miles farther north, and
my father, who has worked all day, vocalizes his
annoyance. This blip, too, suggests life’s end as
a street — Hospice Rd. The entry to the center winds through trees. Are they allowed to go
outside, my father asks. Are they allowed to build
snowmen? I have never known my father to say
anything less cruel while attempting humor. He
LZWX[][WٺI\\PMJ]QTLQVO[XIZM[][\PM_ITSNZWU
vehicle to hospice center, and we — his girlfriend
and I — wait inside the sliding glass doors while
my father parks.
 )UM[.IUQTa0W[XQKM0W][MQ[IR]`\IXW[ML
building. It is a home, and yet it is clearly a medical
center as well.
The entrance hallway is home-like; it is the
designated family area. To my left is a large sitting
ZWWUQV_PQKPIÅZMXTIKMZWIZ[IJWWS[PMTN 
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is stocked with 1950’s spy thrillers; the keys of
KTI[[QKITXQIVWRQVOTM#IVL\PZMMUMV[XMISQVTW_
eastern-European voices. I wonder if this is my
grandfather. I wonder if you and your ex-husband
are being treated at the same hospice center. It is
not, but still I romanticize. I imagine that he is not
dainty. I imagine that he is a workingman who has
been swallowed whole by the Arizona sun. His skin
is browned, each of his thick eyebrows reach out
toward one another. He is an illusion. To my right
is the family kitchen in which a woman sits in the
dark — another illusion? Her face, lit by the phone
in front of her, tilts up when I whisper Hello.
I can show you this once, she says. The woman
gestures for me to follow her into the next room.
This is where hospital and home meet: The room
Q[IVQVLWWZKW]Z\aIZL_Q\PÅ^MPITT_Ia[¸\_WWV
the left side of the courtyard; two on the right; and
IÅN\PPITT_IaWV\PM[W]\P[QLMWN \PMKW]Z\aIZL
the hallway we entered by. The carpet’s pile height
is low and dense; it is soft and forgiving on the
bones of ancient feet. When a cup of water or
UQTSWZR]QKM[XQTT[\PMTQY]QLLQ[IXXMIZ[QV\W\PM
ÆWWZ;WUMWN \PMKW]Z\aIZL[]OOM[\[IPW[XQKM
There is a desk with a clipboard on it — a sign-in
sheet to note the name and room of the guest
you’d like to visit. There is a larger, curved desk
with a secretary sitting behind it. She, too, is a
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medium, answering phone calls and directing
them to the dying. Suggestion of a home is found
QV\PM[WNI[[]ZZW]VLQVO\PMKWٺMM\IJTM1\Q[
found in the baby-grand piano. It is found in the
two-person table with the chess set atop it. The
woman from the kitchen gives me the room number
— 176 — and points to the northern hallway on the
right side of the courtyard.
The transition from home to hospital is abrupt
when leaving the indoor courtyard. The carpet in
the large room is separated from the tile hallway
by a thin copper strip, and the rooms of patients
TQVM\PM_ITT[7]\[QLMWN \PMÅZ[\ZWWUQ[I[QOV"
TEENAGE PATIENT ROOM. The room is
LQٺMZMV\NZWU\PMW\PMZUWZMPW[XQ\ITTQSMXI\QMV\
ZWWU[4IZOM_QVLW_[ÆIVSMIKP[QLMWN \PMLWWZ
and through them I can see a young man playing a
video game. He leans his head forward, clutching
the controller like he would if he were not in critical condition. Farther down the hall are the more
traditional, hospital-like rooms. No large windows
watching into the hallway, only a sliver six-inches
wide on the right-hand side of the door. A small
nameplate is mounted outside of each, bearing the
room’s numerals. I walk past rooms numbered in
the 190s. I walk past rooms numbered in the 180s.
I walk past rooms numbered in the 170s.
I wonder if your door will be closed. If it is,

should I knock? I wonder if you will be awake. If
you aren’t should I leave?
But your eyes are shut and my heart stops. Two
blips is not a great distance. The six hundred and
forty miles I traveled is not even a great distance,
but when it crossed my mind that I may not have
the chance to tell you that I love you, to hug you, I
panic. I look back to my father and his girlfriend.
What should I do, say. But he does not know, so I
make the decision myself.
I bend over and kiss your forehead. I whisper
that I love you — half hoping that you wake up,
half hoping that you do not. Your eyes open.
You speak in fragments. Like my new digs,
you say. And I say Yes, I do. Opposite your bed,
a television is on: the sports channel. There is a
leather couch and sofa set and a window looking
out onto the winding road onto the trees and snow.
?M\ITSÅZ[\WN aW]ZIZZQ^IT\W\PMKMV\MZ1KW]TLV¼\
breathe, you say. I ask if aunt or uncle have been
in and you look over, expecting them still to be
seated on the sofa, but they aren’t. They, too, are
spirits. Elsewhere. They followed the ambulance,
you say. Then, is it evening, you say. I do not know
what to say without my heart being crushed, so I
think forward positively. It’s almost Christmas, I
say. I love this time of year, you say, I remember
when. You breathe heavily, and I wait for the

MEDIUM FEATURE

memory, but it never comes. When is Jess coming
in, you say. It breaks my heart to tell you that she
isn’t; that in six years of dating and many visits to
Ohio, she still always spends Christmas with her
family. I loved your card, you say, With Emma.
Emmy, Grandma, I say. And I’m glad it arrived in
time. Has aunt brought the story that I wrote for
you, I say. Again, you breathe heavily. You search
your memory, but memory is the real weird shit, so
it takes a moment for you to recall. I don’t think
so, you say. But, I say, I’m glad that you read the
other story. It was really well done, you say. A
third time, you breathe heavily, and I know that it
is time for me to leave. I hug you three times. You
hug my father. You hug his girlfriend. I love you,
I say. I say it over and over as we walk out of the
room. And you respond, between heavy breaths,
the best that you can.
The walk through the hallway seems much
shorter leaving than it does entering. In the courtyard, a family is seated at the sofas surrounding the
KWٺMM\IJTM
My father sits at the baby-grand piano. He lifts
\PMSMa\WXIVLXZM[[M[PQ[ÅVOMZ[QV\W\PMQ^WZa
<PMZM[]T\Q[VW\ZMUQVQ[KMV\WN \PMTW_RQVOTQVO
in the sitting room. It is out of tune and out of
ZPa\PUIVLI[1_IQ\NWZUaNI\PMZ\WÅVQ[P1
think two things. First, I think that it is rude of him

to play while the seated family is trying to speak.
Some of the family members are hugging; others
are wiping tears from the cheeks. Second, I think
that it is odd that the woman from the family-kitchen required not me, nor my father, nor his
girlfriend, to sign and date the clipboard.
My father laughs and apologizes to the family as
we leave. There is no third blip marking home.
My mother asked that I describe you — her
mother — so I mediate; I describe you like this:
Your lips tremble. Even when you sleep they tremble. Everything does, though. Your chin and neck
IVLTQX[ITT\ZMUJTM_PMVaW][XMISAW]ZÅVOMZ[
tremble atop the blanket keeping you warm. After
I saw your sleeping eyes and woken eyes I wonder
if they were open all along. Perhaps they were
closed all along. Perhaps you did not see that it
was I standing before you but still you greeted me
by name. When we hug I can feel the skin of your
back through the gown. It is warm from the bedding and frail and soft. Your voice changes during
our short visit. At times you speak in the tone that
I have known all of my life. After school days when
my brother and I would spend time with you at the
ZMK\WZaaW]_W]TLWٺMZ[VIKS[IVLLZQVS[_PQTM_M
waited for our mother. That tone. Other times the
medicine spoke and it spoke slowly and quietly and
slurred. The words poured like syrup. You smell

like the hospital not the home and I think that is a
good thing. You are not smoking. You are peaceful
and I am hopeful and while the two are perhaps not
the same thing I can leave without having wept.
In my head I thank you for waiting until I could
visit. In my head I regret not recording your face
and voice for my mother but I know that you will
wait for her as you did for me. Last month, after
speaking on the phone I cried harder than I have
ever cried and wondered if I had hit an emotional
low-point, but it is not until now — now that I
mediate the communication between my still-living
grandmother’s spirit and my mother, now that I
LM[KZQJM_PI\Q[XMZPIX[\PMÅVIT\QUM1_QTT[MM
you — that I have ever felt so low, and yet, so happy
that you are becoming closer and closer to peace.

Words by Daniel Miller
Photo: CC Image courtesy of
Brad Montgomery on Flickr
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HOT
SUM
MER
N I G
H T S
This summer will see a resurgence of 90s grunge, and the teen spirit that comes
^P[O P[ ;OL SVVR VM IVSK [`WVNYHWO` NYHWOPJ [LLZ J\[VɈ ZOVY[Z HUK SLH[OLY¯
L]LY`[OPUNPZJVTPUNIHJR^P[OH]LUNLHUJL;OPZSVVRNP]LZVɈ[OLWLYMLJ[¸0Q\Z[
YVSSLKV\[VMILKHM[LYH^PSKUPNO[[OYL^VU[OLNY\UN`V\[Ä[0MV\UKPU[OLJVYULY
YLKPKT`OHPYHZTPUPTHSS`HZWVZZPISLHUKUV^0SVVRNYLH[HUKYLHK`[VKVP[HSS
over again” vibe, but a lot cleaner than traditional 90s grunge. This year, you’ll see
^OH[^LH[;LTWVSPRL[VJHSS¸.SP[[LY.Y\UNL¹;OLKHYRHUKKPUN`NY\UNLOHZ
ILLUTVKLYUPaLK^P[OHWVWW\URPUÅ\LUJLHUK0T\Z[ZH`^LSV]LP[
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FASHION

BEST DRESSED

BEST DRESSED

{ITGUY}

{ITGIRL}

Maurice
Coastal Carolina’s Best
Dressed Guy

oastal’s best dressed male
is Maurice Poole, a 20 year
WTLR]VQWZNZWU+WT]UJQI;+0M¼[
photographed wearing his “crazy
shorts,” shirt from Express, blazer
from Belk, shoes from Aldo, and
Hermes belt. According to Poole,
PQ[[\aTMQ[QVÆ]MVKMLJaUWWLIVL
family. If he’s feeling down he’ll try
\WJZQOP\MVPQ[UWWL_Q\PPQ[W]\Å\
His parents keep him up to date
with trends and satisfactory grooming, while his brother keeps him up
to date with the hottest labels. His
advice to someone who’s confused
about their personal style is “to
ÅVLaW]Z[MTN IVLLW_PI\aW]TQSM
because you can have all the money
and buy all the clothes, but it won’t
UISMaW]PI^M[\aTMº0Q[ÅVIT
reminder is this: “simplicity is key.”

Ki Ki
Coastal Carolina’s Best
Dressed Girl

C
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oastal’s best dressed female, Kiara
Turner, is better known as “Ki
Ki” around campus. She is a 22 year old
senior, also from Columbia, SC. She’s
photographed wearing a bohemian inspired
romper-cardigan combination from Forever
21. When asked what inspires her style,
she says that it all comes from within. Her
outer appearance is merely an expression
of how she feels inside, and that she may
have pink hair today, while looking sophisticated and classy tomorrow. She doesn’t
look at magazines or celebrities for ideas,
and she describes herself as a chameleon,
blending in while sticking out. Her advice
for the timid fashionista? “Rock it. It could
be the ugliest piece, but if you have conÅLMVKMXMWXTM_QTTTQSMQ\<PMKWVÅLMVKM
matters more than the clothes.”

C

Words by Shawnte Posley
Photos by Emily Munn

SURVIVING SUMMERS

FASHION

S U R V I V I N G S W E AT Y

SOUTHERN SUMMERS
When someone mentions summer it’s reminiscent of the beach, pool, warm
nights, FUN. But the one thing that accompanies all of your summer fun is the
blistering South Carolina heat. Here are a few tips to staying cool and protecting
your skin from those aggressive rays, all while looking stunning.

t thing
importan M[\
t
s
o
m
e
Ladies, th MZL]ZQVO\PMPW\\
J
\WZMUMU the year is this:
f
s
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DRESS FOR YOUR SIZE.

This is not only for bigger women! Being petite or
not doesn’t matter at all if you’re going to squeeze
aW]Z[MTN QV\W[WUM\PQVO\PI\WJ^QW][TaLWM[VW\Å\
aW]<PMZMQ[ILQٺMZMVKMJM\_MMVNWZUÅ\\QVO[SQV
tight, and too small. If you have to consatantly pull
Q\]XWZLW_VZMILR][\WZaW]KIV¼\_ITSNZMMTaQ\¼[
probably too small.

THE ONE OR THE OTHER RULE.

If you’re going to show skin, don’t show it all! An
example of this being done incorrectly would be
wearing a crop top and low riding short shorts. With
\PQ[W]\Å\aW]¼^MJIZMLaW]Z_PWTMUQLZQٺI[_MTTI[
the full length of your legs, IVLXZWJIJTaITQ\\TMKPMMS
too. When following this rule, the legs aren’t really
included. It’s hot, I don’t expect anyone to be in
XIV\[<PMLQٺMZMVKMQ[\PMTMVO\PWN aW]Z[PWZ\[
They don’t need to be Bermudas but if your cheeks
IZM^Q[QJTMaW]XZWJIJTaVMML\WZM\PQVS\PI\W]\Å\
choice. An option for every girl’s favorite, the crop top,
is to wear it with something high-waisted, or with a
sheer piece of outerwear. Remember that your body
Q[R][\\PI\aW]Z[-^MZaJWLa[PW]TLV¼\[MMQ\

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM THE SUN.

It’s very easy to get up and go during the summer,
but don’t forget that skin cancer is real and becoming increasingly more common. Skin cancer is the
most common form of cancer in the United States
and more than 3.5 million skin cancers in over two
million people are diagnosed annually. There are
many ways you can protect your skin, aside from
sunscreen alone. Big sunglasses are a trend that is
PMZM\W[\Ia\PM[\aTM[IZMR][\KPIVOQVO8IQZ\PI\
_Q\PIJQOÆWXXaPI\WZIK]\MTQ\\TM]UJZMTTIIVL
you have a very stylish look. Also, bathing suit
cover-ups are perfect for the beach because many of
\PMUIZM[PMMZ_PQKPITTW_IQZ\WÆW_

FOR MY MALE READERS .

The most important thing for guys is to stop trying so
hard to look cool. Wearing a tank top, or no top, in
IVI\\MUX\\W[PW_WٺQ[ITUW[\VM^MZ[]KKM[[N]T)V
easy way to dress up a tank is to throw a thin button
]XW^MZQ\IVLK]\ٺPM[TMM^M[NWZI[M`aZ]OOMLJMIKP
look. Also, never, ever wear a Speedo; I promise it’s not
ÆI\\MZQVO)VLI[NWZ[MTN \IVVMZTMI^MQ\ZQOP\WV\PM
shelf you picked it up from. Looking like an orange
squeezed into a tank or Speedo does nothing but
OQ^M\PMQUXZM[[QWVaW]¼ZMIP]OMRMZS<ISMUa
advice guys, cover up and use sunscreen while
tanning naturally.

STAY HYDRATED.

Men and women alike know how easy it is to wear
TM[[IVLTM[[KTW\PQVO1UMIVL]PQ\¼[PW\*]\R][\
because it’s hot outside doesn’t mean you have to
wear the bare minimum, and damage your skin
while doing so. My last and most important tip for
staying cool and looking great while doing so is to
stay hydrated! No one is attractive when they’re
dehydrated and on the verge of passing out, so drink
plenty of water this summer!
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CREATIVE WRITING

CONTEST
This year, Tempo ran its ﬁrst creative
writing contest. The competition arose
from necessity, as it quickly became
impossible for us not to acknowledge
the vast body of creativity around campus. We asked for submissions in ﬂash
ﬁction, short ﬁction, creative non-ﬁction, and poetry, and were answered
with full inboxes, brimming with talent.
This is a collective thank you to all those
who submitted work. Your stories were
defamiliarizing, full of unharnessed potential and talent. The following are the
winning writers:
Flash ﬁction - Owen Macleod
Short ﬁction - Dexter Gore
Creative Non-ﬁction - Sommer Tarabek
Poetry - Hannah Hunter
Again, thank you to all. It's been a successful
competition, and we look forward to hearing
from you next year.
Best,
Pat Siebel
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FLASH FICTION LITERATURE

The Intoxicating Beauty
of the Protagonist in

“Queen of
the Tigers”
I sat down to submit the perfect short story, but
then I decided it could be better.
You see, I was going to write this really
heartbreaking story that left the reader feeling that
sad-but-I’m-a-better-person-for-having-read-this
thing that Carver gets you to feel.
This was going to be my story:
There’s one family in a neighborhood of veryI]ټMV\PW][MPWTL[_PWQ[VW\I[I]ټMV\1_I[
OWQVO\WNWK][WV\PM[\IZSLQٺMZMVKM[JM\_MMV\PM
TIVL[KIXQVOWN \PQ[TM[[I]ټMV\NIUQTa¼[aIZLIVL
that of the other yards in the neighborhood. The
other yards were going to have the most extravagant
WN TIVL[KIXM[*MKI][M\PQ[TM[[I]ټMV\NIUQTa\PM
Dad was going to be a landscaper.
And so the parents were going to end up going
out of town for a week, for one reason or another,
leaving the kids home alone. There’re three kids.
Two girls, one boy. The boy is the youngest; the
story was going to be told from his perspective. So
the parents leave and the boy gets the idea, from
seeing the other yards around town, that he’s going
to use his Bar Mitzvah money (which he’s been
saving to this point) to hire a landscaping crew
to come in and blah, blah, blah. See? That story
wasn’t going to attain half the greatness of a bad
Carver story.
I want to write something else. Something that
makes people say, when I pass them on sidewalks
with my head down, “Isn’t that the writer?” Or,
nodding in my direction, “Have you read his
new one?”
What’s the new one?
The one about the little girl whose parents
lost her at the zoo when she was a child? The
one where the girl, instead of calling out for her
parents and cowering at the prospect of losing her
reality, instead of doing those things the girl slips
through the bars of the tiger enclosure and
XM\[\PMJQOOM[\KI\[PMKIVÅVLWVPQ[[WN\
head, and the tigers crown her Queen

of the Tigers and she forgets she ever
had parents who forgot her at the zoo.
But the new one’s no good, either.
I’ll recycle some of the images, though.
Some of the images in ‘Queen of the
Tigers’ were quite good, if I may. The
girl was to become a beautiful woman
that captivated the narrator on a family
trip to the zoo. The woman was
going to be so beautiful as to deny
the outside world a chance at
ruining her. If the sun were
shining directly in her eyes,
forcing her face into a hideous
contortion for shade, her beauty
would only appear more clear.
The kind of woman whose
scrunched, sunlight-shading
face was somehow more perfect
than her normal, model-worthy
one. Listen to me; I sound like
my narrator.

Words by Owen Macleod
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“I meant well,” said Cain, walking up the downtown
JZQLOMKW^MZMLQV\WZVJ]ZVML]X+WV_IaÆIO[
with “Hell” spray-painted across them. Trash was
strewn everywhere, half covered in snow. At the arch
in the bridge, he gripped the railing, feeling the chill
of the ice through his white gloves. The Waccamaw
was littered with more banners — a South Carolina
IVLI=VQ\ML;\I\M[ÆIO8QMKM[WN PQ[ZQ^MZPWUM
and car were upside down, resting in the shallow
water of the riverbank.
Cain looked at the old courthouse, a pile of
charred bricks, and the clock tower beside it the
city always decorated on holidays. On the Fourth
of July celebrations, it was wrapped in strings
of colored lights that he thought were tacky. His
father agreed with him, but told Cain and his
brother, “Ya know what? Being mayor is pretty
darn awesome. Makes me happier than a twister
in a trailer park! And the best part about it’s being
able to make people happy. Bless some people’s
hearts, they were never given chances when they
were little. It’s my duty to give them that chance
and help them live the life and have the opportunities they’ve always wanted — even if that
opportunity’s decorating the city tacky as heck for
the holidays.” Cain lifted himself onto the railing
of the bridge, holding onto the streetlight, hanging
out from a stone column. His feet slipped, and
his body tilted forward. He snatched hold of the
streetlight with both hands and clung to it like a
baby to his mother’s neck.
Cain felt his chest lift and fall, lift and fall. The
ice was thicker than he thought. His body weight
had cracked it, and he watched the water caught
in an air pocket slide toward the edge of the railing
I[PMILR][\MLPQU[MTN IVLZMUW^MLWVMWN PQ[
hands from the pole. He took several deep breaths.
His chest lifted and fell, lifted and fell. Snow gathered on the back of his neck. A shiver raced over
PQ[JWLa0MJQ\LW_VWV\PMÅVOMZ[WN PQ[NZMM
PIVL\WSMMXNZWURQ\\MZQVOIVLTW[QVOPQ[JITIVKM
again. There was dirt on his glove; he could it taste
it, mixed with grass. He spat and looked at his
hand. Dirt residue coated his palms; his knuckles
were smeared with dark blood.
Cain felt his face turning warm. Abel was his
younger brother and had been elected to be mayor
of Myrtle Beach. So much money went his way all
the time, while in Conway, Cain struggled; he had
been elected because of lineage and name — his
NI\PMZIT_Ia[ZIVJIVVMZ[IVLÆaMZ[_Q\P\PMQZTI[\
name, Love, plastered across them in bright letters.
He covered his face with his bloody hand. He was
NWZKMLQV\WWٻKMIN\MZPQ[NI\PMZLQML
AW]VM^MZTM\UMPI^MIKPIVKMAW]TM\PQUOM\\PMJM[\
treated him as if he were a prince, and you left me with
\PM[TWX[AI_LQLUM_ZWVO0MLQLV¼\LM[MZ^M\WTMI^M1
LM[MZ^ML\WTMI^M

“This pigsty …” Cain looked back at the city
and then his hands. “So simple-minded and mean.
Conway …” He hissed in pain at the tear sliding
down his cheek. It felt like a shard of rough glass
cutting deep into his skin. The cold. He wiped it
away. )XTIKM\PI\aW]KIVOM\[]VJ]ZVMLIVLNZW[\JQ\M
QV\PM[IUM_MMS He wanted to chuckle, reminded
WN \PM\QUMPQ[NI\PMZÅZ[\\WTLPQUIVL)JMT\PI\
expression when they were little.
“Daddy, daddy, I want to see the parade! Come
on. Let me see!” He remembered himself when
he was little, maybe eight or nine, struggling to
TWWSW^MZ\PMWٻKMZ[O]IZLQVOPQUPQ[NI\PMZIVL
Abel. He tugged on the sleeves of his father’s shirt
and looked up at Abel on his father’s shoulders,
[UQTQVOXWQV\QVOI\\PMLQٺMZMV\ÆWI\[?I^QVOI\
everyone who knew their family.

“I’m not like the rest of the
city. I’m your brother!”

“Cain!” Abel ran toward him from the city,
blood dripping from his nose and smeared across
his upper lip. “Why did you hit me? I came to
help you and you turn your back on me. Why?”
+IQVNMT\PQ[PIVLNWZUQV\WIÅ[\I[PQ[JZW\PMZ
approached him, slowing down to catch his breath.
Within arm’s reach of his brother, Abel held out a
hand to Cain. “Please, please get down from there.
You’ll fall! There’s ice … there’s ice everywhere!”
He took another step closer; Cain felt another tear
cutting into his skin. He kicked his brother in the
face, nearly stumbling forward, and grabbed hold
of the streetlight with both hands.
Abel stepped over a patch of snow and fell back
onto the highway, laying sprawled out and gripXQVOPQ[UW]\PIVLVW[M_Q\PPQ[PIVL[0MÅVITTa
used his scarf to wipe away some of the blood, but
instead of soaking up the blood, it smeared it all
over his face; the white of his teeth were stained,
and the grooves between them turned a bright
red. Abel leaned forward and got up. Cain noticed
his left eye was swelling and turning purple. Cain
grabbed his chest and looked at the blood on his
gloves.
 ¹1¼U[WZZa)JMT1R][\Q\¼[VW\NIQZ 4WWSI\\PQ[
this shit show!”
“Cain,” Abel coughed and walked up to his
brother, “you don’t have to be afraid. We can work

this out and face it all together. Don’t panic. You’re
better than this. I’m only trying to help. I’m not
OWQVO\WR]LOMaW]JMKI][MaW]¼ZMOIa1¼UVW\TQSM
the rest of the city. I’m your brother!”
Cain, light-headed, could not look away from
his brother’s face as it slowly distorted.
“Look what I’ve done to you and to everyone.
1¼^MLWVMVWWVMIVaOWWL1¼UR][\INIQT]ZM º
“Cain, stop talking like this. Now please get
down before you fall!” Abel grabbed his brother’s
free hand; its warmth was unlike anything — he
had never before let his brother shake his hands
without gloves on — and it was enough to cause
chills to run over his skin.
“Take your time,” said Abel.
“You were always there for me,” Cain said. As
he climbed down, he dug through his memory: his
coming out; the rural, southern town; the revolt;
\PMI\\IKSWVPQ[WٻKMIVLPWUMIs all this really my
NI]T\'1KW]TLV¼\PI^MSMX\\PM_PWTMOIa\PQVO\WUa[MTN '
<PM[MXMWXTM°\PM[MKWV[MZ^I\Q^M[<PQ[*QJTM*MT\ …
His mind went blank as he looked into
Abel’s eyes.
“Cain, I know you’re upset, but get down.
You’re scaring me.” Abel grabbed his sides as he
listened and lowered himself to a squat, reaching
for the ground with his free foot. He placed both
PQ[PIVL[WVPQ[JZW\PMZ¼[ÅZU[PW]TLMZ[
The sound of something falling caused Abel to
look at the city. His blood on Cain’s glove caught
his eyes, and for a slight moment, his grip on his
brother loosened. Cain opened his mouth as tears
streamed down his face, allowing the winter air
to slide down his throat and dry out his lips. A
sensation moved over him that made him think his
tongue was being pulled down his throat and slid
W^MZPQ[)LIU¼[IXXTM+IQVILR][\MLPQ[JWLaI[
he was about to set his foot on the ground, moving
his other foot over a patch of ice hidden by snow.
Abel, hearing him slide, feeling his brother’s shirt
slip from his hand, looked at Cain. White snow
_I[Æ]VOQV\W\PMIQZ

Words by Dexter Benjamin Gore
Illustration by Matthew Fram
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THE BOOK OF
SISTERHOOD

The Oath
I, _____________, promise to be a sister.
I promise to annoy my sister, love my sister,
IVLÅOP\_Q\PUa[Q[\MZ
I declare my loyalty, and will help her
when she needs me.
I will occasionally push her down when she
gets too cocky.
I am a sister, and I am proud.

42

NON-FICTION LITERATURE

PREPARATION
One of the most important moments for a big sister
Q[ÅVLQVOW]\aW]IZMOWQVO\WJMWVM<PMZMKIVJM
no true blood-lined relationship without the birth of
someone new through the same canal from which
you once came. That is what makes a sister — a
borrowing of the two people, the one passage, on
which you once held a monopoly. No matter what
position you hold in line, the born or the unborn,
you are priming yourself for a new companion.
But as the older sister, the one currently alive
and learning of this newcomer, you have a more
M`\MV[Q^MXZMXIZI\WZaIOMVLIAW]U][\ÅZ[\ZM[QOV
yourself to the truth that you will no longer be the
youngest. No more tantrums without the constant
reminder, “You have to lead by example.” No
UWZMOM\\QVOI\WaR][\JMKI][MaW]_IV\WVM[QVKM
there will be a new toy-taker in town. And no more
exclusive time with the parents because they won’t
be looking at you anymore. They’ll be looking at
the pink-blanketed bundle of bittersweet madness
that comes home with them one day, fresh out of
the womb, crying and pooping all over the place.
Not to worry, though! You get things in return
NWZaW]Z[IKZQÅKM[
Like more responsibility.
A later bedtime.
 <PMZQOP\\WLWM^MZa\PQVO¹ÅZ[\ºIVL
sometimes the best. Afterwards, you can revel in
this little one liner here: “Your sister is older than
you, that’s why she ___________.” The blank is
][]ITTaÅTTML_Q\P[WUM\PQVOKW^M\W][IVLOZIVL
(And I say usually, since it can be replaced with
ghastly things as well).
Prepare for all this like you would prepare for
an invasion, though you will never be ready for her
when she arrives. Perhaps it will come on a stormy,
windy night — hurricaned to the core — with
debris scattering the streets ahead. Maybe a police
WٻKMZ_QTTTM\aW]ZLIL[XMMLLW_VIKTW[MLZWIL
to the hospital; you’ll splay your hands on the dash
and watch the sky frizzle white with lightening.
Maybe your mom has been caged away for a month
because she hemorrhaged, and your sister is coming
a month before she’s due and you’re thinking, “I’m
not ready. No one is ready for this.” But it doesn’t
matter because you’re suddenly in an elevator that
smells like tasteless food, and old people are rushing
out through the hallways, under blue or pink
wreaths — sometimes both on the same one, God
bless — and pushing into a single opening, the door
heavy against the side of your small body.

And there’s Mommy.
And Daddy’s hand is in yours.
And there’s someone new, too.
She’s here.
Early.

ARRIVAL
So, you’ll get the baby home in one piece.
You’ll wheel the mother out in a humble
processional to the car, strap the tyke in, and get her
to the nest. Then what do you do with her? Because,
remember:

1

She will not come play-ready. Keep in mind
this is a needy machine, not a toy. So don’t
get your hopes up for a high entertainment value.
Unless you like watching people sleep.

2

She will be fragile. You’re liable to break her
easily, especially if you haven’t already had a
crash course in baby-handling. It would be optimal
for you to get to the nearest WikiHow and learn to
hold the thing before you touch it.

3

She will be confusing. Too little to talk, too
smart to not cry. You’ll be minding your own
business, pinching her feet while she giggles up at
aW]IVL\PMVM`\UWUMV\[PM¼TTJMÆIQTQVOTQ\\TM
Å[\[IVL[KZMIUQVOI\\PM\WXWN PMZT]VO[6W
warning at all.

4

She will not come with a return policy or
exchange rate, ever. But she most likely comes
with a warranty and sense of forgiveness. Make
use of these.
And don’t forget:
• Keep

away from her bedroom. She’s loud
and smelly.

• Put

your most precious belongings in an
]VZMIKPIJTM[XW\1N [PMÅVL[\PMUaW]KIV
expect her to either break them, or keep them.

• Be

aware of your surroundings. She might be
TaQVOWV\PMÆWWZ[WUM_PMZMIVLQN aW][\MXWV
her, the parents will have your head for it. She
was expensive, after all.

RESPONSIBILITIES
You have responsibilities as a sister. These vary by
position: elder, younger and mixed. Keep them in
mind when you’re in a certain role, since they are
the lifeblood to a good sister relationship. All of
\PMUIZMÆM`QJTMLMXMVLQVOWVXMZ[WVITQ\aIVL
varying styles of parenting. There are perks and
drawbacks to each of the positions:
Elder: It’s the title position of sisterhood, the one
\PI\OM\[\PMXMZS[ÅZ[\6W\WVTaLWM[IVWTLMZ
sister have the “I’m older, therefore the boss”
privilege, but the oldest also has a guaranteed
overlord status until the little sis is old enough to
realize she’s being treated like a maid. It’s best to
\ISMIL^IV\IOMWN \PMUWZM[MTÅ[PMV\Q\TMUMV\[
while the younger one is still young; there is only
a slim chance she will call you out on being a selfserving bitch.
It’s also a position of pressure. You’ll notice
yourself monitoring your actions, because
remember that one time you swore? Little Sister
said it, too. And that skimpy skirt you wore to that
frat party last weekend? With the beer stain? Little
;Q[_IV\[\WJWZZW_Q\NWZ\PI\JWVÅZMLW_VI\
the high school football game. Oh, and when she
caught you rolling around in your bedroom with
the boyfriend when you thought no one was home
— guess what she’s up to now? And she’s only
sixteen years old.
Baby sister.
She’s tainted now, and it’s all your fault.
Though, if you do it right and don’t make a
mess out of her before she does it herself, you’ll
have bragging rights when she turns out okay, since
you had a part in that magic. And you’ll be her
hero when she doesn’t know what to do. The one
she runs to when Mom and Dad can’t give her the
answers. You’ll feel like the most important person
in the world to her. And that, my friend, is better
than being anybody else.
AW]VOMZ" It’s the second position, but sometimes
ÅZ[\KPWQKMAW]OM\I_Ia_Q\PU]ZLMZIVL1
don’t mean that as an expression. I’ve seen little
sisters massacre prized possessions and even
“accidentally” squish small pets and not get so
much as a slap to the booty. They get to be the
annoying ones — so annoying they seem capable
WN KZQXXTQVOMV\QZMKQ\QM[:MTMV\TM[[TaÆQVOQVOWXMV
your bedroom door, slipping in somehow, even
when it’s locked. No escape. As a little sister, you
IXXIZMV\TaOIQVQVKWUXIZIJTMVQVRIIJQTQ\QM[
You also have the right to borrow everything
you touch, because “sharing” works in your favor.
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Not only that, but think of the hand-me-downs!
Sure, some of them smell like old Chinese food
and still have that one patch on the elbow, but
most of them are gems. Lovely, sparkling clothes
that you prayed Big Sis would grow out of one day
— then a winter break and one too many Twinkies
TI\MZP]bbIP ;PM¼[\WWNI\NWZ\PW[M[SQVVaRMIV[
anymore. Hot LWO Snatch those babies up before
she starts deluding herself with the thought she
UIaWVMLIaÅ\QV\W\PMUIOIQV
Naturally, not all leftovers are grand; some of
them are downright shitty. Like watching your
sister win every gold star in school imaginable,
gleaning all the best ribbons and grades and
college scholarships as if she were a success
magnet. And there you are, a rising 8th grader,
making grades that aren’t as shiny with teachers
who taught the girl before you. And getting
measured, measured, measured. “Can’t you be
more like your sister?” they will ask. And if you’re
strong, you’ll say, “No way in hell.”
5Q`"There are a few things both sisters must
always do. The foremost of these is love each
other. Yes, yes, I understand some sisters actively
hate each other’s guts and have probably tried to
kill one another with the spear of a Stiletto or the
edge of eyebrow scissors. What a terrible way to
exist. How lonely those sisters must feel to lose
PITN WN \PMU[MT^M[\WRMITW][aWZIVOMZ;WUIVa
things can force a pair apart; it’s their duty to stick
together, no matter what. A sister is a sister —
sometimes you don’t ask for her, and many times
you’ll feel like you could do without her, but no
one can make fun of her like you can. Boss her
around like you can. Tell her she’s an idiot, like
you can.
Aside from that, the rest of the mixed
responsibilities depend completely on the
personalities of the sisters themselves. It could
be that you’re the big sister, but you cry all the
time because you’re overly sensitive. You worry
all the time about useless things that have never
mattered and seek peace in your loneliness. Maybe
your little sister is tougher, more shrewd. And
you silently thank God she’s your sister and not
your enemy because she’s a snake when angered.
Perhaps, she comes to your aid all the time, green
MaM[ÆI[PQVONIKM[UQTQVOQV\PI\XI[[Q^MIOOZM[[Q^M
way, tone airy as she politely makes the person
bothering you feel like they no longer want to exist.
“Excuse me, but this is my big sister you’re
talking to. I’d clean up that tone of yours unless
you want the cheap, ugly thing you call a purse
[\]ٺMLLW_VaW]ZJ]TOQVOVMKSNI\º
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Weird Mode
Arguments
Annoying Others
Professing Sisterly Love

It should be me saying that, but it isn’t. I don’t
have the ability or the desire. Or the need. She
\ISM[KIZMWN PMZ[MTN\PI\TQ\\TMÅZMKZIKSMZIVL[PM
takes care of me when she can. She doesn’t look
the other way when I’m sobbing. She looks for the
thing that caused those tears.
Then she threatens to kill it.
Unless, of course, she made me cry. Then she
tells me to suck it up.

INTERACTION
“Can I lick your ear clean?”
“Please no.”
A calm exchange between you and your sister
while sitting on your bed, side by side, since the
8TIa[\I\QWVQ[QVaW]ZZWWU.WZKTIZQÅKI\QWV"
you’re the one who asked to clean her ear.
Sometimes, when sisters are happy together,
one of them gets happier than the other and
enters the “weird mode.” This is a key element
of sisterhood interaction. “Weird mode” is the
uninhibited version of insanity that comes out
when a person is either drunk, drugged, or
dangerously at ease. In my personal case, it is
always the latter.
One might say that usually little sisters enter the
weird mode, since they are commonly the most

irritating out of the pair. But this is coming from an
WTLMZ[Q[\MZJQI[<PMMTLMZWN \PM\_WKIVJMR][\
I[JW\PMZ[WUMM[XMKQITTa_PMV[PMQ[PQOPWٺ0,
game graphics and chocolate sprinkled popcorn.
For reference, I have included a pie chart to indicate
\PMXZM^ITMVKMWN \PM_MQZLUWLMI[[XMKQÅK\WUa
own circumstances and experiences).
As you can see, my sister and I spend a lot of
time in the weird mode category, and I argue that
Q\Q[WVMWN \PMUW[\MٻKQMV\_Ia[\WJWVL_Q\PI
sister. When sisters synchronize and enter weird
mode at the same time, which is common on
_MMSMVL[_IKSaPQRQVS[UIaWKK]Z5W[\TQSMTa
sisters will fall into the weird mode and “annoying
others” categories simultaneously, since each
mode tends to cause the other. Prolonged weird
mode may, and most likely will, lead to argument,
as weird mode is a sensitive and tiresome state
that can easily fall apart due to any number of
reasons: fatigue, hunger, thirst, boredom, one
sister is becoming more annoyed by the other, a
sudden return of the senses, television, distraction
in general, domestic responsibilities, an outsider
enters and disturbs the weird mode moment, etc.
It goes on and on.
Oh, and sometimes sisters sometimes say they
love each other, too. Those are usually emotional
or apologetic moments. Any other moment is

NON-FICTION LITERATURE

inopportune, and awkwardness will rise if love is
professed too often. The best time to say you love
her is during weird mode or right after you tuck
her in at night.
Aside from weird mode, you will face other
IL^MZ[MMٺMK\[I[I[Q[\MZ<PM[MZIVOMNZWUJMVQOV
to simply nasty, but are all heavily ingrained in
relationships. Some of them have yet to be named
and discovered, due to the intensely unique and
personal nature of sisterhood. However, I have
TQ[\MLJMTW_INM_MٺMK\[WN [Q[\MZPWWL"
<MM\MZ<W\\MZ-ٺMK\
Sisters can balance in two ways: by having
equivalent value, or by cancelling each other out.
Oftentimes, sisters will act as balanced weights
— a scale delicately dangling from somewhere
above. This scale is sensitive, and liable to tip
without cause or explanation. In the best of
moments, one side will equal the other, regardless
of age, appearance, or ideology. But usually, girls
will spend their time in an uneven position: when
one is high, high, high, the other is low, low, low.
Perhaps, it is an instinctive response to be happy
when a sister is not, or get miserable when she is
QVOWWL[XQZQ\[1\PQVSWN Q\I[IXZW\MK\Q^MZMÆM`
One sister sees the despondency of another and
reacts appropriately, either to cheer her sibling
up or to keep the family dynamic in check. As for
the reverse phenomena, I can attribute that only
\WRMITW][a

Ex. 1: She is younger, but her boobs are
bigger (decrease)
Ex. 2: Your butt is rounder (increase).

• simultaneous

periods (pray for all men in your

household)
• extra

chores (because she’s lazy)

• territorial

behavior

• RMITW][a
• mate

competition (the farther apart in age, the
less likely this will happen)

Serious (including all of the following, all the
time)
• crippling

fear she will die, and you will be alone

• dreams

about being unable to save her from a
certain fate

• dark

thoughts about everything you do — are you
teaching her right?
that she means every horrible
thing she says to you

1
When you buy a smoothie for
her and she doesn’t drink it right
away, drink it for her when she
isn’t around.

2
If there’s someone you really
don’t want to hang out with at
the moment, use the sister as an
excuse. -` “Oh, my little sister
R][\OW\PMZPIVL[\]KSQV\PM
elevator again. Got to go.”

• misconception
• neediness
• being

unable to stomach 5a;Q[\MZ¼[3MMXMZ— even
the thought of it

AQVAIVO-ٺMK\

• worry

Odds are that your sister will be your opposite.
1N aW]IZMKTMIV[PM¼TTJMÅT\Pa1N aW]IZMTW]L
she’ll be louder. If you are polite, she’ll be rude as
hell. If you’re a crybaby, she’ll be a ball-crusher.
The reasons for this phenomenon are currently
unknown, though scientists speculate it has
something to do with the fact that moms are more
likely to let their second child eat dirt or battery
paste, due to their being less worried on the second
go-around.

• watching

8W[[QJTM6MOI\Q^M;QLM-ٺMK\[

<PM[M[QLMMٺMK\[OMVMZITTa\MVL\WJM]VI^WQLIJTM
and a sister must learn to cope in whatever way is
healthy and appropriate.

Mild (including one or more of the following,
at any given time)

TIPS FOR THE FUTURE

that she thinks less of you

her grow up, seeing how little time you
spend with each other

• regret
• so

I play with her enough?

• doubt,

Gang up on the parents
together. There are two of you,
and one of you is a kick-ass
debater (it’s not you).

4

much regret

• did

3

incredible doubt

hating yourself somehow, because you love
her so, so much

She’ll be an ass sometimes.
Ignore her when she does that.

• and

5
Find a reason to laugh with her.
Do this every day. It’s the best
thing you can do.

• rash
• increase

in blood pressure

Words by Sommer Tarabek

• Æ]K\]I\QWVQVKWVÅLMVKMTM^MT[
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POETRY

P O E T RY
Helga Pataki

That Dead Girl’s Facebook

“Do it again and I’ll give you a black eye,” I told this guy.
For weeks I thought he had a psycho eye twitch.
But then this girl told me he was winking at me.
What the hell is that supposed to mean?
Do you want to fuck?
Or hold my hand as we walk through the solid grey rain
on some 1950s–esque day?
We’ll be “singin’ in the rain” only with no words —
R][\\PMK]ZZMV\WN W]ZNZIOQTMTQNMNWZKM\MM\MZ\W\\MZQVO
between us
Perhaps you want to “make love,” maybe that’s what you want.
Sweet.
Thoughtful and kindly as the voice
that brings you back from the under water land of dreams, asking
(not demanding) for you to “wake up, lovely one.”
“I’ll give you a black eye” ‘cause you made a promise
you never made real.
5aUQVLLZI_[IUQTTQWVXQK\]ZM[WN W]ZÅZ[\ZMITKWV^MZ[I\QWV
But you’re a machine with an eye glitch that twitches at every human
with a vagina that walks by. Aren’t you?
I’m dead wrong. You’re the ending to a book I never saw coming
but subconsciously hoped for.
Your weird and tangled hair escapes my mental painting of you
but your stupid incredible make my blood pause wink does not
<WUWZZW_1¼TT_QVSI\aW]NWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM
Then I’ll be the one with a black eye.

Maybe when I die they’ll look at my tweets
trying to decide who I was back then
struggling to ask what they never bothered to
Too late.
You’d think each moment needs to be told
every experience with a picture to go along
“Tweet tweet” said the twitterpated tweety birds
Have you net yet heard?
It’s too late. Far too late
I won’t tell you again again again
Would you like an Instagram of the moment of my death?
+PMKS.IKMJWWS5IaJMaW]¼TTÅVLUM\PMZM

The Words I am Not
Good girl who does as she is told, with silence as her pistol and sweetness as her bullet.
*ILOQZT_PWLWM[_PI\[PMLWM[V¼\_IV\\WLWR][\\WXZW^M6W1¼UVW\
predictable and prudish and boring.
I want you to touch me over the underwear, maybe under.
Someday because I want you to and you want to and that’s what counts. Maybe not.
Slut because I smile that deathish way to make you ask what you already knew.
Virgin even though I have never — because in my thoughts I have and that’s sharper
IVLTWVOMZTI[\QVO\PIVIVaPIQZ[_MI\WZÆ]QLWVUaXITU
Bitch because I do what I want to do even if that does not include afternoons
decaying by the water edge while you tell me how much you want to and why won’t I let you.
Prude that wants to skate even though they all want to surf and that’s what’s wrong with me.
8ZQVKM[[\PI\[\Z]OOTM[IVLLQM[IVLJZMI\PM[IOIQVIVLÅVITTa[MM[\PMPMI^MVTa[]VTQOP\
they can’t. “Just some girl” that can be replaced and forgotten
TQSM\PMÅOP\[QV[]UUMZW^MZ_PI\QKMKZMIUIVL_PI\[WVO\WX]\WVZMXMI\
Just some girl you touched and forgot her name because you were too busy trying to force her
to do, be, act like what you thought you wanted but never bothered asking what she wanted.
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TV
It’s too “dark” they said. “It’ll
make them think of suicide.”
It is dark, it is about that, about
that time that I actually died.
The TV says “you you you” the
songs say “die die die.”
So it only makes sense that “I I I”
should go and “die die die.”

Words by Hannah Hunter
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FILMS.
FROZEN
his past November, Walt Disney Pictures returned to theatres with the release of their newest
animated movie, Frozen. Anna (voiced
by Kristen Bell), a fearless princess,
[M\[WٺWVIVMXQKRW]ZVMa_Q\PZ]OOMLUW]V\IQVUIV3ZQ[\Wٺ2WVI\PIV
/ZWٺIVLPQ[TWaITZMQVLMMZ;^MV\W
ÅVLPMZ[Q[\MZ1LQVI5MVbMT\PMVM_
Queen of Arendalle, whose icy powers have trapped the heroes’ kingdom
in eternal winter.
Frozen is brilliant with its rich aniUI\QWVIVL1ÅVLUa[MTN ILUQZQVO
Disney’s strong feminist undertones.
I share this feeling with many, as the
movie grossed almost $100,000,000
QVQ\[ÅZ[\_MMS*aQ\[[MKWVL_MMS
in theatres, Frozen skyrocketed to #1
and remained in the top 5 for weeks
to come.
Disney’s Frozen broke many animated movie barriers with its release, and
many people are stating it’s the most
progressive Disney movie to date. It
begins by depicting abusive parents —
IÅZ[\QVIVQUI\MLÅTU[)\IaW]VO
age, Elsa (Idina Menzel) showcases
her ice powers. Her parents isolate
her, telling her she’s dangerous, and
LMUIVL\PI\[PMK]\WٺPMZMUW\QWV[
in order to control her powers, inevitably leading her to do the opposite.
When Elsa’s power is discovered, she
Z]V[I_IaIVL_PMVÅVITTaWVPMZ
W_V[PMÅVL[\PM\Z]MJMI]\aQVPMZself. This particular feminist empowerment is new to Disney; traditionally,
the characters who have been in voluntarily solitude have almost always
been villains. Yet another blow to
western constructs comes as Anna —
a princess — is depicted in a manner
normally unassociated with female
royalty: she is clumsy, awkward. And
we root harder for her.
Straying from the feminine structure,
3ZQ[\W_ٺPW[MUI[K]TQVQ\a[PQVM[
through even though strong women

T

surround him, represents the modern
man Disney has neglected until now.
He is a partner with the women in his
life by not being a competitor, doormat, or fool — but an equal.
Also worth mentioning is Oaken,
who despite having only a small role
as the owner of Wandering Oaken’s
Trading Post and Sauna, represents
another substantial leap: he is a gay
male. Disney responds to gay rights
issues by introducing the idea for the
ÅZ[\\QUMQVIKPQTLZMV¼[IVQUI\ML
ÅTU?PMV7ISMVQV\ZWL]KM[3ZQ[\Wٺ
to his family, viewers see his young
children and another grown man, his
husband. And though it’s not stated, it
is more than obvious.
We see Disney here making fun of
the traditional ideologies of its past
ÅTU[Ja[PW_KI[QVO_PI\UIZZQIOMQ[
truly about. Before Frozen, all Disney’s
female leads marry a man they have
R][\UM\#\PQ[Q[VWZUITTaNWTTW_MLJa
them living happily ever. In Frozen,
PW_M^MZKPIZIK\MZ[ZMIK\LQٺMZMV\Ta
to Anna’s foolish and hasty engagement. She is considered foolish in her
naivety.
Let’s give it up for Disney, who, in
the light of recent events, has made
their opinion known: the constructs
we know that western culture has
comforted themselves in for too long
are, at best, severely unstable.

CATCHING FIRE
he worldwide phenomenon,
The Hunger Games, took to the
big screen this past November with
its sequel <PM0]VOMZ/IUM["+I\KPQVO
Fire, with high hopes to captivate its
ITZMILa[\ZWVONIVJI[M1\[MٺWZ\[LQL
not fail.

T

As revolution brews, Katniss
Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) and
Peeta Mellark (Josh Hutcherson)
take a “Victor’s Tour” of the
districts, and President Snow plots
their downfall. With hopes of putting an end to the growing threat of
rebellion, Snow announces that the
Quell’s tributes will be reaped from
the existing pool of victors, guaranteeing Katniss a place in the arena.
Though Katniss vows to keep Peeta
[INMM^MVQN Q\UMIV[[IKZQÅKQVOPMZ
own life, her fellow tributes have a
LQٺMZMV\XTIV
<PM0]VOMZ/IUM["+I\KPQVO.QZM
WٺMZ[UIVaWN \PMWZQOQVITMTMments that made The Hunger Games
compelling, while adding to them by
strengthening the themes and emotional currents by traversing darker
\MZZQ\WZa?PI\1MVRWaMLUW[\_I[
how the movie was able to capture
most of the themes that the book
M`XTWZM[¸INMI\VW\UIVaÅTU[
can pull. Lawrence, arguably one
of the brilliant actresses of our generation, portrays Katniss Everdeen
perfectly, serving as a mirror for
any viewer in her fantastic plurality.
Through her demeanor, she is able
to start a revolution, as the citizens

of the districts all see a piece of
themselves in her.
<W[]XXTMUMV\\PMÅTU¼[[]XMZJ
acting, the emotion behind The
Hunger Games:+I\KPQVO.QZM prevails
\PZW]OPW]\\PMÅTU¸UIVa[KMVM[
leaving viewers in tears.
Altogether, the drama, struggling
romance, heart-breaking emotion,
and brilliant action make The Hunger
/IUM["+I\KPQVO.QZMIU][\[MMÅTU
for anyone that read the Suzanne
Collins’s trilogy, or for anyone who
[QUXTa_IV\[\WMVRWaINIV\I[\QK
production.

Words by Ray Taylor
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BOOKS.
PLATO AT THE GOOGLEPLEX: WHY
PHILOSOPHY WON’T GO AWAY
REBECCA GOLDSTEIN
t the unavoidable fault of academics, I don’t
get my hands on near enough contemporary
philosophy. Yes, Rebecca Goldstein deals with Platonic thought; and yes, I consider this very much to be a
book of contemporary philosophies.
Admittedly, it’s a strange thought: how a philosopher, dead almost 2,500 years before Plato at
the Googleplex’s publication, could still be relevant
enough to warrant a 480-page book. You’ll quickly
learn, however, through Goldstein’s clever and morethan-likeable characterization of one of the most
QUXWZ\IV\IVLMVQOUI\QKÅO]ZM[QV?M[\MZV\PW]OP\
that not only is he important, but in the dawn of a
new era, where information is readily available in the
fraction of an instant, he is necessary.
Plato dialogues with various characters —
characters whose personalities border on stock, but
whose Glauconic inquisitions drive the narratives
forward — about contemporary issues ranging
NZWU\PM \W\PMLQٺMZMVKM[JM\_MMVIJWa
liking you in person and “liking” you on Facebook.
Goldstein engages readers throughout — be they
philosopher-kings or the merely curious, though after
reading, those originally skewed to the curious side
will likely feel themselves pushed further across the
spectrum. Plato at the Googleplex: Why Philosophy
Won’t Go Away is accessible to all, and as the issues
discussed pervade our lives and continue to puzzle us,
we owe it to ourselves to look back a few millennia to
a man who, in a sense, saw it all coming.

A

astute. Hyper-aware, and plenty to say, but enough
reserve to not say it.
We catch glimpses of lives at the exact moment
a new episode of discomfort begins, and discomfort
is something that is never quite alleviated in Other
3QVL[. The story “We’ll Both Feel Better” begins, “I
let my arm press against hers in the way people who
are comfortable can.” In the italicized introduction
WN \PMKWTTMK\QWV¼[ÅZ[\WN \PZMM[MK\QWV[\PMVIZZI\WZ
explains: 1LQLVW\TQSMPMZPW][M1LQLVW\TQSMQ\[LZa_ITT
1\¼[KMV\ZITIQZIVL,Q[VMa\PMUML[VW_OTWJM[WZLMZMLNZWU
IKI\ITWOQV[QLMWN IKWZVMZKIJQVM\IVLIT[WWZLMZMLNZWUI
catalog. Characters are, more than often, removed
from the familiar comforts of home and left to fend
for themselves.
7\PMZ3QVL[_QTTÅ\QVaW]ZXWKSM\IVL\PI\Q[
exactly where it should be (unless it’s in your
hands, which, of course, is exactly where I’m going
with this). It should be accessible at any point in
your day, when, like Nice, you suddenly encounter
the uncomfortable.
There’s an unclear and uncanny malaise
throughout the stories I can’t quite pin: it’s less like
smog, and more like a light fog over the world. Nice
doesn’t always provide a prescriptive answer for
what one’s to do in these times. That, I don’t think,
was his intention in this collection. Instead, Dylan
6QKMWٺMZ[][I]VQY]MTWWSQV\W\PM\QUM[QVW\PMZ
people’s lives we rarely encounter. His book works
a lot like philosophy in this sense: there’s rarely a
LMÅVQ\Q^MIV[_MZ\WIVa\PQVOJ]\[WUM\QUM[Q\¼[\PM
questions that deserve proper investigation.

NEIGHBORS OF NOTHING
JASON OCKERT

OTHER KINDS
DYLAN NICE
ylan Nice and I are both strangers and
acquaintances. I’ve never met Nice —don’t
know that I could, given my paranoia that someone is constantly critiquing me — but Nice is one
of the rare writers who, despite physical distance,
reveal themselves intimately. If I were to try and
pin Dylan Nice’s personality, I’d go with silently

D
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ight years after his debut collection (:IJJQ\
Punches) Jason Ockert marks his return to
book publishing with 6MQOPJWZ[WN 6W\PQVO. With acclaim near as wide as Ockert’s compassion, it seems
we couldn’t have waited another moment for what
he had to say.
Ockert’s sentences — each one brimming with
emotion — are all uniquely his, and the sentence
TM^MTQ[_PMZMPMÅZ[\KIX\Q^I\M[ZMILMZ[)\\QUM[

E
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we’re unclear whether to laugh or lament, but
we continue reading regardless, sometimes doing
both simultaneously.
The collection begins with “Into the Dead,” a
narrative bullet detailing the modern disconnect
between father and son. And then continues on,
WٺMZQVOI[\ZIVOMIKKW]V\WN SQLVIXXQVOQV¹2ISWJ
Loomis,” a mass-murder survivor’s fascination
_Q\P[MZQITSQTTMZNWW\JITTRMZ[Ma[QV¹-^MZaLIa
Murders,” “Max,” the story of a dead brother,
killed by crows and mothers who lurk school bus
[\WX[¹IZU[KZW[[MLIVLPWTLQVOZQÆM[º)VLUa
personal favorite, “Insectuality,” which details Arc
the Baker’s peculiar conquests taken in the name
of hopeless love.
But truthfully, as humorous as they are, even on
\PM[]ZNIKM\PM[MLM[KZQX\QWV[LWVWNIQZR][\QKM\W
Ockert’s stories, which are alive and full-bodied —
speaking like a good-humored therapist to his or
her patient.
You will laugh, and you will laugh hard. It’s all
funny until you realize it’s not. And at that moment,
TQSM7KSMZ\¼[KPIZIK\MZ[aW]ÅVLaW]Z[MTN TW[\LQZMKtionless. I’m not saying that Ockert isn’t one of the
funniest contemporary writers. I’m saying the truths
transcend humor. I’m saying the stories far exceed the
low cost of a paperback. I’m saying a lot, but what
I’m really saying is if faced with the decision between
Jason Ockert’s new collection, 6MQOPJWZ[WN 6W\PQVO, or
R][\IJW]\IVa\PQVOMT[MOZIJ\PMJWWSIVLZ]V
It may be small, “but the weight of the thing
is substantial.”

Words by Pat Siebel

THIS IS HOW YOU LOSE HER
JUNOT DIAZ
s I was reading Junot Diaz’s second collection
of short stories, This Is How You Lose Her, I
NW]VLUa[MTN KWVN][ML6W\KWVN][MLJa\PM[]JRMK\
matter, or thesaurus diction (which is certainly not
Diaz’s style), but rather, I was confused by the litany

of reviews that bowed down before the collection.
The collection was published by Riverhead Books in
2012, and while this is his second collection, it’s also
,QIb¼[ÅZ[\ZMTMI[M[QVKMPQ[8]TQ\bMZ8ZQbM_QVVQVO
novel The Brief and Wonderous Life of Oscar Wao.
,QIb¼[ÅZ[\KWTTMK\QWV,ZW_VQV\ZWL]KMLI,Wminican family, focusing around a teenager named
Yunior. Diaz uses the same host of characters in
his latest collection, and this is where my confusion
ÅZ[\[M\[QV1R][\KIV¼\ZMITTaIV[_MZ_PaM^MZa[\WZa
sounds so similar (similar less in terms of style and
UWZMQVI_Ia\PI\UISM[aW]ÆQXJIKS\W\PMTI[\
story to make sure you weren’t re-reading something
you already knew).
<PMÅZ[\[\WZa1_MV\\W_I[\PM[PWZ\M[\WVMQV\PM
collection, “Alma,” which ended up being the piece
that inspired the collection’s title. It’s one of the
better stories in the book—second-person clinic,
voice-heavy (as we expect from Diaz), and like most
stories in the collection, involves a relationship that’s
in some transitional phase. This particular story
involves Yunior and his girlfriend and is one of three
second- person narratives in the collection (consisting
of 9 stories total).
The only other story that really stood out was
¹1V^QMZVWºIÅZ[\XMZ[WVVIZZI\Q^MNZWUA]VQWZ¼[
XMZ[XMK\Q^MQV_PQKPPQ[NIUQTaPI[R][\UW^ML
from Santa Domingo to New Jersey. They moved
to the Northeast in the dead of winter, and Yunior’s
mother (referred to as “Mami”), wants desperately
\WZM\]ZV\W\PM,WUQVQKIV:MX]JTQK;PMÅVL[
herself on the edge of leaving, walking out into the
snow and leaving her children in the apartment.
Yunior and his brother Rafa decide, after much
deliberation, to head into the snow to try and follow
their mother, wherever she is going. The story is a
welcomed change of pace from Diaz’s thick voice
and slanged prose. I only wish there were more
stories like it.
Too often the stories in This Is How You Lose Her
are on the verge of cliché. There’s something about
them that seems familiar, and some say relatable,
but the familiarity almost feels like a gimmick after a
while. It’s nice for a collection to blend together — to
be cohesive (Joyce’s Dubliners, for example) — but
there’s something here that doesn’t quite blend. It’s
like a cake with an unbearable amount of sugar.

A

Words by Owen Macleod
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MUSIC.
“DRAKE: NOTHING WAS
THE SAME”

Top 10 Songs of
Billboard’s HOT 100
1. Happy
Pharrell Williams

2. All of Me
John Legend

3. Dark Horse
Katy Perry

4. Talk Dirty
Jason Derulo Featuring 2 Chainz

5. Let It Go
Idina Menzel

6. Pompeii
Bastille

7. Team
Lorde

8. The Man
Aloe Blacc

9. Counting Stars
OneRepublic

10. Turn Down For What
DJ Snake & Lil Jon

*list provided by Billboard.com
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tarted From the Bottom” is the
weakest song on Drake’s third
studio release, 6W\PQVO?I[\PM;IUM.
Even though the song was released in
.MJZ]IZaI[\PMITJ]U¼[ÅZ[\[QVOTM
and charted at number six on the US
Billboard Hot 100, the other tracks on
Drake’s record reach noticeably higher.
A song like “Own It,” acknowledges
the status quo of mainstream rap in its
verses by inverting the traditions. In
\PMÅZ[\^MZ[M,ZISMOQ^M[W^MZITT\PM
power he has to the woman (presumably) he’s writing to. “You’re still the
one that I adore/ Ain’t much out there
to have feelings for/ Guess whose it
is? Guess whose it is?/ Guess whose
it is? Guess whose it is?” until he tells
the woman directly, it’s “Yours.” For so
long, mainstream rap has been one long
misogynistic rant, with few exceptions.
Drake has had moments where he’s
conformed to this characteristic, but this
record takes those conventions of the
genre and inverts the binary of power
the rapper usually holds over women.
What this record does is put Drake in
situations where today’s rapper would
revert to aggressive, boastful verses
about sexual conquest. But instead of
taking the bait, Drake rolls over and
plays dead. And it’s fascinating.
On “From Time,” Jhene Aiko
delivers an intro and a hook that speak
to the vision Drake had for Nothing Was
\PM;IUM. With a piano underneath her
delicate voice, Aiko delivers the permission Drake needs to break the status
quo. “What’s up? Been a minute since
we kicked it/ You’ve been caught up
with them bitches/ I don’t get it, you’re
a star love/ You shouldn’t have to deal
with that/ I never make you feel like
\PI\º<PM[XMKQÅK][MWN ¹*Q\KPM[ºQ[I
glaring look at the past diction of rap;
the way a mediocre talent characterizes
an aspect of his narrative. Drake uses
this hook to play against the feelings
he has in his verses. He’s coming from
a dark and confused place; he’s been
abandoned by a partner he took for

S

granted, and is trying to show her that
he’s made changes in the way he lives
his life in hopes that it will lead her
back to him.
1VWVMÅVITLM[XMZI\MXTMI,ZISM
says everything he can: “Know we were
going through some shit, name a couple
that isn’t/Remember our talk in the
parking lot at the Ritz/Girl I felt we had
it all planned out, guess I fucked up the
^Q[QWVº,ZISMÅVITTaNIKM[\PMNIK\\PI\
he’s “Learning the true consequences
WN CPQ[E[MTÅ[PLMKQ[QWV[º<PM[MTQVM[
are unique in today’s rap landscape. 2
Chainz, and other rappers of his ilk,
don’t have a shred of the talent, or the
humanity that Drake does. The vulnerability of 6W\PQVO?I[\PM;IUM, and the
way Drake turned that into his strength,
is what made it stand above most other
releases this year.

“VAMPIRE WEEKEND:
MODERN VAMPIRES OF
THE CITY”
’ve never been a big fan
of Vampire Weekend. Their
self-titled debut (2008) had some catchy
tracks, but didn’t match my musical
interests when it came out. Their second
ITJ]U+WV\ZIPILI[QUQTIZMٺMK\WV
me; there were songs that I liked a lot,
but it wasn’t something I’d seek out
on my own. So by the time their 2013
release, Modern Vampires of the City

I

came out, I was sure I knew this band,
and knew I wasn’t that into their sound.
I was mistaken.
Unlike their other records, Modern
Vampires of the City feels like a collec\Q^MIKPQM^MUMV\#I]VQÅML^Q[QWVNZWU
\PMÅZ[\[WVO\W\PM\_MTN\P1\Q[IT[WI
record that feels perfect for summer; the
songs carry the Pop slant that is characteristic of Vampire Weekend’s earlier
recordings, but these new songs have
IVMLOMIVLIKWVÅLMVKM\W\PMU\PI\
feel absent from songs on Contra and
Vampire Weekend. There’s a clarity and
conviction to this record that lacking in
others.
Ezra Koenig, the band’s vocalist, is
writing from a crossroads in his life. In
\PM[WVO¹;\MXºPMÅVL[\PI\¹?Q[LWU¼[
a gift, but you’d trade it for youth/ Age
is an honor, it’s still not the truth.” The
place he’s writing from (having recently
ended a long-term relationship) parallels
the changes we experience around us
every day. The world this record rises
out of is one of turbulence and constant
]VKMZ\IQV\aIVL\PMU][QKQ[IZMÆMK\QWV
of that.
1VÅZ[\TQ[\MVQVO\W5WLMZV>IUXQZM[
of the City, I focused too much on individual instruments, and the collective
experience was lost on me. Going back,
WVM[MM[_PMZMM^MZa\PQVOÅ\[QV\PQ[ZMcord. Even songs I don’t particularly like
on the album, like “Hudson,” for examXTMÅVLITWOQKITÅ\QV\PMKWUXTM\ML
work. The record is pieced together
masterfully, and is well deserving of the
2014 GRAMMY for Best Alternative
Music Album.

Words by Owen Macleod
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SHOWS.
MEMORIAL ELECTRIC CO.

ears back, I traded almost everything I
had for a purple, vintage Telecaster and
recruited a friend who could almost sing. I shoved
an old Yamaha acoustic in his arms, showed him
a few chords, and together we attempted — more
WZTM[[¸IV]VQUXZM[[Q^MZQٺNWZZQٺZMXTQKI\QWV
WN IJIVL1¼LR][\LQ[KW^MZML
Finding Magnolia Electric Co. inspired dreams
of donating my old punk rock shirts and repairing
to the solitude of mountains. The band embodied
a wholeness that seemed so organic and true, so
inimitable that it begged to be imitated.
?PMV1NW]VL5IOVWTQI1_I[KWVÅVMLJa\PM
[\QÆQVOKWVLQ\QWV[WN PQOP[KPWWTMIZTaKWTTMOM
TQNMIVL\PM1V\MZVM\_I[V¼\\PMQVÅVQ\M[QUITLI\IJI[M1VW_SVW_1\_I[LQٻK]T\\WÅVLW]\IJW]\
shows, and when I did, I lacked the time, money,
or company. Not long after I missed them in
Columbia, SC, Jason Molina, the band’s nucleus,
began acknowledging an alcohol addiction. The
next tour was subsequently cancelled, and shortly
after, Molina announced his hiatus.
A single day before my last birthday, I open a
bulk email from Secretly Canadian: “Jason Molina of Songs: Ohia and Magnolia Electric Co.
Passed Away Saturday.”
Details, though unstated, were anything but
unclear. “Molina cashed out on Saturday night in
Indianapolis with nothing but a cell phone in his
pocket with only his grandmother’s number on
it.” The sentence is haunting, but beautifully concrete — chilling in the same capacity as Molina’s
own lyrics.

Y

Months later, I’m mindlessly scrolling the
Internet as I’m wont to do at night, when I scroll
past a banner advertising four “Magnolia Tribute
Co.” shows. I need not provide further information to segue weeks into the future, to Durham,
NC, at The Pinhook.
My arrival is six hours early, by the grace of
an iron foot — my iron foot having been graced
with two considerable speeding tickets within
an hour of each other. This tension is alleviated
somewhere in a sensory amalgam of whiskey,
beer, and sound checks (I should detail this sound
check was closer in nature to a private show, the
only people present being those who arrived in
my little silver Toyota).
All these events — from walking into The Pinhook and grabbing a beer, to watching the band
set their levels — were remedial to my encounters
with the NC Police force. Thus, all critical opinion is isolated to the following sections, and what
really matters here: the show.
3IZIWSML]\QM[¸¹ZMXTIKQVOºWZ¹ÅTTQVOQVº
VW\Å\\QVO\PM[Q\]I\QWV_MTT¸_MZMI[[]UMLJa
MC Taylor of Hiss Golden Messenger. Though
a fantastic singer and musician in his own right,
NZWU<IaTWZ¼[ÅZ[\]\\MZIVKMPM_I[I[\ZIVOMÅ\
for Magnolia. The best way to describe it was
unanimously agreed upon amongst my party: it
was as if they had contracted a Blonde on Blondeera Dylan, handed him a lyric sheet, and said
“go”. If distanced from the situation, I would fail
to see the problem. However, the detachment
inherent to Dylan’s voice fails to serve Magnolia
Electric Co.’s emotional and anecdotal musings.
;QUXTaX]\[WUM\PQVO_I[Wٺ
It started with timing. I should submit
here that the actual band was spot-on. Each
member played with the precision only time
OZIV\[XW[[QJTM#IÅ^MaMIZPQI\][_I[NIZ
from evident. However, any time Taylor
began singing, it was several beats before
how Molina had recorded the song, and the
crowd was visibly frustrated when trying to
sing along.
The set list was fantastic, covering many
eras (I’m not going to spend much time
on individual songs. I realize this is somewhat more than a travesty to the nature of
reviews, but to me, the real essence of the
performance was what lied beneath it). But
the highpoint was after the encore, as they
came back to the stage, picked up their

respective instruments, and dove right into
“Lioness,” which they had never attempted
to play live before.
Vocal duties shifted several times during
the performance — most band members had
their song — but nothing was quite reminiscent of Jason Molina. The idea, however, was
to immortalize. To immortalize his songs the
same way folk artists for years have immortalized “Moonshiner,” or, more contemporarily,
“Mr. Tambourine Man.” So, there was a certain patience present throughout the crowd,
despite frustration. The older crowd seemed
to realize— this man singing cannot JM Jason
Molina — and so they contented themselves, bobbing their heads as if absorbing
a sermon, while the younger folk (I, myself,
probably belonging to this category) defaulted
to and fro, throughout the venue — bar to
bathroom, bathroom to bar.
I, however, did not move the entire show.
Sitting stage left, right under Jason Groth
and his telecaster, I watched him make
every move on his fret board that I tried to
emulate years back. I watched him do it with
a careless ease. I watched him sink in and out
of spells that looked every bit like nostalgic
absence, and when he resumed a place in his
own body, I watched him watching the rest
of Magnolia Electric Co. as if watching for
MVRWaUMV\ZMUW^MLNZWU\PMJIVLNWK][ML
TQSMI[XMK\I\WZ-VRWaQVO\PMU][QK
I’d look at Magnolia in all their organic
trueness, and I’d look at MC Taylor. He
_I[V¼\JIL#1¼LMVRWa\ZaQVO\W[QVOITWVO
Then, I’d stop and contemplate restarting
UaWTLJIVL_PMV1OW\PWUMR][\\WZMITQbM
what I’d known the entire time: that Taylor
and I are in this together, and that the inimitable cannot be imitated.

Words by Pat Siebel
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EXTRAS VINYL

n today’s high-speed 4G society, the mention
of vinyl records seems to invoke images of
dusty, old shops; music that was released decades
IOW#ÆW_MZXW_MZ#JMTTJW\\WUXIV\[<PQVO[\PI\
have seen their day and expired in relevance. Vinyl
records, however, are still a thriving and growing
trend. Music from any decade or genre can be
found printed on vinyl. It doesn’t matter if you are
into The Beatles or Lady Gaga — you can spin on
it your table.
But you’ll have to hunt for it.
Small record stores seem to be popping up all
over the place. Kilgore Trout’s, in the heart of
Myrtle Beach, holds a sea of records in the back
half of the store. It’s easy to lose yourself in hours
WN ÆQXXQVO\PZW]OP[\IKS[R][\[MMQVO_PI\aW]
UQOP\ÅVLQV\PMTWVOZW_[WN JW`M[*]\QN aW]IZM
looking for a little more of a hunt, there’s always the
ÆMIUIZSM\IVL[MKWVLPIVL[\WZMWX\QWV[<ISMI
walk through any thrift shop, and somewhere, in a
back corner, tossed and forgotten, will sit a stack of
vinyl records. And there’s no better way to spend
an afternoon than driving to Goodwill, hunting for
forgotten treasure.
I could rant incessantly about records, but I’ll
stick with the obvious (though, is it?). The sound
quality is simply better. We could argue it, but

I
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fortunately, for me, other opinions will fall on distant
ears. It’s not digitally enhanced or improved sound,
like that of downloaded music, but a unique richness and warmth. It’s no small secret why audiophiles still embrace the needle and the spin. It’s one
of those things that you can never understand until
you’ve experienced it yourself. And trust me, once
you have, you’ll never go back.
In our digital age, the prospect of vinyl may seem
obsolete, solely based upon the stationary tendency
of a standard record player. However, if you have
limited cash and have to decide between purchasing
a vinyl record or downloading it to take with you,
there are now record players that convert vinyl to
mp3, leaving little room for anti-record arguments.
In addition, most come with Download Codes to
IKKM[[\PMÅTM[MI[QMZWVTQVM
If all this isn’t enough, vinyl records are like pieces of art. Think about those intricate and intense
album covers you love. Now blow them up to a full
12 x 12 inch scale. Records act as not only a musical
medium, but as home and dorm décor as well.
These records are a double threat — both sonically
and visually pleasing.
Though they may still be considered a dead medium, vinyl records are still alive, still kicking. Hard.
Not only are the vintage treasures loved by previous

generations still circulating about second-hand
shops, but new artists put out limited releases of
their work on vinyl, as well. Collecting records
mixes a love for music and an appreciation for
visual art with the thrill of a passionate hunt.

Words by Alexander E. Mosier

RATES STARTING
AT $519!
BEST VALUE!
BEST LOCATION!
BEST
UTILITY CAP!

AD

BEST AMENITIES!

AD
THE COVE

Monarch

Coastal Club

University Suites

Monthly Rent
(starting at)

$519

$615

$595

$565

Annual Rent

$6,228

$7,380

$7,140

$6,780

Utility Allowance/
CAP

$40

$30

$35

$38

Annual Utility
Allowance/CAP

$480

$360

$420

$456

CCU Shuttle Stop
Adjacent to Building

Yes!

No

No

No

*Based on available information at time of print.
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rates as low as

$519

*

LIVE IN LUXURY AT AN AFFORDABLE RATE! GET THE BEST
VALUE IN CONWAY AND ENJOY ALL INCLUSIVE LIVING
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE TO CCU!

2 bedroom

4 bedroom

1142 HIGHWAY 54 4 | CONWAY SC 29526
THECOVECCU.COM | 843.234.2963
THECOVE@ACHLIVING.COM

* Rates subject to change at any time.

SEE PREVIOUS PAGE FOR MORE DETAILS.

